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Volcano Breaks Out In Chile German Papers Think That It
Means an Effort to Isolate
Setting Fire to
Their Country.
Forests.

Fell Even in lluwlu.
n
Russia, April
Askabad,
7.
A severe earthquuke here today
lasted five seconds.
Ktaniboul Ucttt Ta.stc.
17.
An
April
Constantinople,
earthquake shock was felt here and
was
morning.
It
in the suburbs this
especially sharp in the upper purt of
the Bosphorus.
trans-Capla-

1

Spain Suffer Damage.
April 17. Severe earthquakes were felt today at Toreosa
and at Murcla. Much damage wa
('one, but no casualties are reported.
.Madrid,

WAS

DEMOCRATIC CILURMAN.
Harrlsburg, Pa., April 17. Charles
P. Donnelly, democratic chairman of
the democratic committee, was reelected today at the annual meeting
Many democrats
of the committee.
from all parts of the state expressed
themselves as strongly In favor of the
of Donnelly, and he was
Colonel James
chosen unanimously.
M. UufTey
and other prominent
democrats of western Pennsylvania
urged the
of Donnelly.
KIIRINERS
MEET IN MONTGOMERY.
Montgomery, Ala., April 17. The
annual meeting of the Alabama
nhrlnetd opened here today with
large attendance.
The entire state
is fully represented, and some of the
most noted shriners in the United
States are here.
ALABAMA

PATTON ELECTED PRESIDENT OF EMPLOYEES

STORE CO.
Ground Down Government
Workers Hope to Reduce
the Cost of Living.
Wanhtnglon, I). C, April 17. The
experiment
ever
lirst
tried in the nations capital Is an attempt by the 35.000 government em
ployes of Washington to reduce the
executive cost of living by organizing
a
A
department store.
preliminary organization
ha.s been
perplans
formed, and
are now being
fected.
The
societies of England and Australia are to be models.

PLATFORM OF THE NFAV
YORK PEACE CON FERENCE.
New York, Aprli 17. The national
arbitration and peace congress today
adopted a platform or a set of resoluamong other
tions, recommending
things that The Hague conference
permanent
lnstl
shall hereafter be a
tution; that The Hague court shall be
open to all nations; that a general
treaty or arbitration for ratification
by all nations shall be drafted by tha
coming conference, providing for ref
erence to The Hague court of all in
ternational disputes which cannot be
adjusted by diplomacy;
that the
United States government urge upon
looking
to the
the conference action
limitation of armament; that the con
ference rxtend to private proporty at
sea immunity from capture in times
of war.
The resolutions speak highly in
praise of President Roosevelt, Secretary Root and the prime minister of
Great Britain for the stand they have
taken in favor of a settled policy of
peace among natiins.
ILLINOIS MI ST BRING
SI' IT IN LOWER COl RT
Springfield, 111., April 17. The su
preme court today dismissed the suit
of the state of Illinois against the
Illinois Central railroad for an ac
counting and recovery of the share
claimed by the state, of the gross receipts of the railroad. The suit will
be
either here or in Chicago.
Chef Justice Scott in announcing the
dismissal said that the court was di
vided as to whether the suit involved
revenue within the meaning of the
constitution and therefore decided not
to assume jurisdiction, but gave leave
to the attorney general to begin proceedings here or at Chicago In the
lower court.
PRESIDENT I'RGFD TO
TAKE STRONGER GROl'ND.
17.
Washington,
April
Former
Governor Larrabee, of Iowa, had a
president
today
about
with
the
talk
strengthening the Interstate commerce laws, having in view a more
strict federal supervision of railroads
and the prevention of
Chairman Knapp, of the interstate commerce
commission, also
talked with the president.

REFISF.S

TO

TALK ON ANY Sl'BJECT
17.
New- York, April
Thaw informed his keepers In the Tombs that
he was ill when A. R. Peabody. of his
counsel, called today. He was still
In bed but on being informed that he
could not confer with Peabody in his
coll, he went to the conference room
ami consulted with Peabody for two
hours. His wife, who was waiting for
him, was usked if she had any reply
to make to her mother's statement,
said: "Not one word on any subject."
-
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a Will Study Whole Question as
Clerk Who Was Negligent
Developed by Commerce
If Not Criminal.
Commission.

WAS ONLY

Berlin. April 17. King Edward's
approaching meeting with King Victor Emmanuel at Uaeta Is exciting
much comment in the German
press, which regards the event as being an effort to isolate Germany and
win Italy away from the triple alliance.
An article In the Cologne Ouxelle,
in this sense, is being widely discussed
because it is believed to be inspired
The writer says that
from Berlin.
public opinion in Germany sees tt
King Kdward's course an attempt to
disturb European equilibrium, which
Is calculated to awaken misgivings
regarding the disarmament proposal,
and it finally warns Great Britain
that "war with Germany would be
dangerous for any opponent or any
coalition of opponents."
At the foreign ortlce It is stated thai
the German government is In no way
responsible for the views of the
paper, and that the government officials would have taken steps to prevent the publication if they had
known of the sentiments in advance.
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INVESTIGATE

Circumstances Implicate

Spain. Turkey. Russia and Other Advocates Permanency of Hague
Court. Arbitration and
Countries Are Severely
Reduced Armament.
Shaken Up.
Valparaiso, April 17. News has
veached here that Puyehue volcano,
in the province of Valdlva. Is In vioThe eruption is aclent eruption.
companied by awful subterranean
eartnquas.es,
rumblings.
intense
darkness, electrlctil displays, ashes
The lava has set
and boiling water.
lire to th surrounding forests anil
the inhabitants are fleeing to the interior.

ft

A. PATTON.

of Government Employes'
Coikviu.

The army and navy and the civil
e
societies of London
iiave attained world-wid- e
reputation
for their success, and a special committee Is now In communication with
their managers to gel details.
During the past ten years the cost
"f llvinig in Washington has Increased
from 17 to 2: per cent, while the salaries of government employes have
remained stationary.
The consequence is that government employes
ire praying for panic times.
They
ay it' this terrible prosperity continues they will be ground Into the earth.
The plan for the new store is to
ell the goods at current market
rates, and then to return the profit
t.) members.
Ten per cent will be
set aside as a sinking fund to improve
the store. An experienced man will
lie chosen for manager and will be
;jil a good salary.
At the first general meeting, Dr.
V. Patton, of the treasury department,
an
president of the socleity.
The vice president is O. W. W. Hanger, of the department of commerce
md I. bor, while other prominent
held other important places
ser-kie-
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STUNT
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their inimitable

1

1

way. Little

Danny and Friday, the
slinger, both well known
ville artists, have adopted a
brand new stunt which Is said
to contain some side splitting
They will put It on
features.
during the present season, so it
is understood.
The stunt is a
IS minutes a day, fast, furious
and mirth provoking contortion- 1st act, called by the simple title
of "Silence." The amusing fea- ture of the stunt is that while
the performers do not make a
single sound, not even a loud
breath, In explanation of their
actions, they do some tall wig- gllng and squirming. They get
from one perilous position into
another and keep their audiences
guessing Just how they will try
suicide next. This stunt, together
with the monkey show which,
little Danny will introduce on the
vaudeville stage, Is ubuut all
that the two players can handle
successfully for a few months.
Danny has already begun train- ing his monkeys for their stunts
and says the little beasts show a
great aptitude in imitating his
actions. They fall Into the work
us naturally as though he be- longed to their tride, which In a
dumb sort of a way, is something
at A corn lil i men t t,i lliiniiv'u t.i.u.
ith to making a monkey out of
iiimseii. i ne opening snow will
be put on here soon
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$25,000

CONGRESS IS ADOPTED

TO INTERIOR DISTRICTS

ALL

MAKES PRESIDENT

PLATFORN OF PEACE

PEOPLE FLEE FOR LIFE

DONNKLLY

jrr.

The Evening (Itlsr-n- , In Advaaon, ftft per
IVllvcrrd by fferriVrt,
crnot per month.

THIS IS TO AVOID ALL

$15

QUESTIONS OF

Tobacco "Night Riders" Destroy When His Conclusions Have Been
the Plant Beds In West
Reached Attorney General Will
Tennessee.
'
Apply the Law.
Paul, April
et arrested
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Wat it this that made Harry Thaw lull Stanford White?
BEATEN

SWITCHMAN

RAEEERTY

MAY
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III JAIL FOR

NOTUVE
Unconscious

pjinon

ASSAULT

Morning

and Could Not Appear
in Police Court.
USE OF WORD SCAB
CAUSED WHOLE TROUBLE
O. X. Rafferty, the switchman assaulted and beaten last night in tha
Southern saloon, on South First
street, by former Night Yardmaster
Settelemore and five other switchmen,
Is unconscious and may die.
He lJ
now being cared for at the city hall,
where he lies in a heavy stupor on a
cot.
Should ho die, the men who assaulted him and who are now In the clt7
to the
Jail, will probably be sent
county Juil to await trial on a chargi
of murder.
When the case was called In police
court this morning City Physician
Cams stated that Rafferty was in an
unconscious condition and would be
Judge Craig conunable to appear.
tinued the case until this evening at 5
o'clock, at which hour, if Rafferty
can not come Into court, another conIn the
tinuance will be necessary.
Interim, all possible medical assistance Is being given to the injured
man. He was terribly beaten about
the head, but there Is no evidence of
a fracture of the skull, as nearly as
the physicians are able to ascertain.
The men under arrest, besides the
night yardmastei,
are Switchmen
Randall, Phillips, Davis, McFarland
Madden,
taken
into custody on
and
complaint of Rafferty by Chief of Police McMillen and Patrolmen Kennedy, Knapp, . Uabbett,
Rossi and
Highbargain.
alleged
use of the
Is
the
thut
It
word "scab" on the part of Rafferty
caused the trouble.
The word is a
deadly insult among the railroad employes and is generally resented much
as Is a more vile epithet in the west.
According to witnesses who claim
that they saw the tight, Rafferty entered the saloon to purchase a glass
of beer.
As he was about to drink
the beer, Settlemore and several of
the former switchmen walked up to
him and asked if he had called SetRafferty made an
tlemore a scab.
answer, and in a second Settlemore
and five men Jumped upon him. In
the melee a spittoon and a billiard
cue played Important parts, both being used by the men to subdue Rafferty, who is known hs a fighter.
The billiard cue was broken in
three places over Rafferty's head, and
the spittoon was dented against the
unfortunate switchman's head. Hearing the noise, a pedestrian ran for the
police and when Otlicer Kennedy and
Chief McMillin arrived on the scene
the men had left the saloon and Rafferty was on the floor In a stupor.
City physician Cams sewed up the
wounds In Raft'erty's head and dressed the other cuts and bruises which
covered his face.
Chief McMillin tried to secure a
statement from Rafferty this morning, but the Injured man was unable
to talk. When police court was callmen, friends
ed more than twenty-fiv- e
of Rafferty and Settlemore, were In
the court room,
Nelllcniore Muke Statement.
"I didn't quit: I was fired, and the
other men went out because they did
not want to work under the new
yardmaster,"
said Selllemore,
tho
through the
erstwhile yardmaster,
bars of the city jail this morning.
"The company claimed that we
pushed some cars off the track, and
we claim that we didn't," said another of the five men who are In Jail
with Settlemore, "and when they tired
Settlemore we Just quit and asked for
our time. We didn't strike," continued the same voice. "Rafferty called
Settlemore a scab. He didn't call
him a scab to his face, but told another fellow. 'Red' Baid that Settle-mor- e
had scabbed on a road In Kansas, and when Settlemore asked him
about it, he whipped out a razor."
Then there was a general discussion
of the fight In the Southern saloon
by the men behind the bars.
All the
prisoners had a grievance.
One
wanted bondsmen,
while another
wanted out. Another wanted to see
a newspaper, and still another wanted ten cents worth of apples.
The switchmen claim that fourteen men went out on Tuesday morning.
Settlemore was told Monday
afternoon to get his time.

Metal Market.
4
New York. April 17. Lead dull
'U.l', copper dull HfySi.

SEDILLO HAD CONFEDER-

The police

17.

te-da-

jr

John Ounderson on the
charge of having held up Fred Zimmerman, clerk In the Northern la- ciflo Kx press company's office, last
nignt, and robbed the office safe of a
package containing
$25,000.
The
pence say that Uunderman has not
They would not say
confessed.
whether the money had been recovered, but declare that they are sure
they have the right man.
When Ounderson was taken to the
bottle of whisky and as soon as the
Influence ol liquor and said that he

kiict.' nothing about the robbery.
Ounderson had boon employed by th"
Northern Pacific Express company,
ATE IN STABBING
but was recently discharged.
Clerk
Zimmerman said he thought nothing
of Ounderson hanging around
the
office, as he had been employed there.
AFFAIR
Ounderson sent the porter for a
pottle of whisk and as soon as the
"!,':
porter disappeared covered Zimmerman with a revolver and called upon
Man Stood at One Door With him to open the afe. Zimmerman
raid he saw Ounderson was la earnest
Knife. While Other Knocked fend complied with the order.
ONLY FIFTEKX DOLLARS
On Opposite Door.
PAID FOR HUMAN LU'F..
Warsaw, April 17. It la announced
today that in the course of police In
vestigation! Into the recent murder
ARCHEBEQUE RECOVERING
of a physician here by hired terrorWOMAN PLACED IN JAIL ists. It waa established that $15 each
Is the price paid by the terrorists of
Warsaw for murders.
According to a statement made by
RIDI'.RS DF.STROY
Juan Archebeque, the victim of the NIGHT
TKNNHSSF.K TOBACCO CROP.
Mountain road stabbing affray, who
Clarksvllle, Tenn., April 17. Tho
was able to talk last night, Miguel
Sedillo, the man who knifed Arche- destruction of tobacco plant beds in
beque, had a confederate, and the in- this district toy "night riders" has
dications are that the whole affair reached an alarming stage and It ii
was a deep laid plan to kill the vic feared that unless the depredations
speedily stopped there will be an
tim. - Archebeque says that Sedlllo's are
light crop.
During the
confederate was a man by the name unusually
past
week a number fif plant beds
of Chaves, and that he' knocked on
have
been
salted
.
and the planU
one door of the house occupied by
the woman, while Sedlllo stood on killed. Trainmen even have been
the outside of the only other door of threatened with violence If they shall
the house with an open knife waiting haul tobacco growers not connected
for anyone who might be on the in with the growers' association.
side, and attempt to leave that way
1 he plan worked out Just as the plot
ters had expected, for when Arche
EDDY FOLLOWERS
beque heard the knock on one door, THE
he ran out the opposite door, where
he met Sedlllo,
The latter had a
knife in his hand and began cutting
ARE RELUCTANT TO
right and left. Archebeque fell back
Into the house, with Sedlllo after him
Then occurred the tight, which broke
furniture and painted the walls red
with blood.
When Archebeque was
LOOSHRAB
exhausted Sedlllo swore at the wo
man and disappeared in the night.
Which way he went Is a mystery the
sheriff's ollice was still trying to soIvj
Declare She Is Fully Able to
late this afternoon.
Woman in Jail.
Fearing that the woman might disAttend to Her
appear as completely as Sedillo, Sheriff Armljo placed her and her Infant
Busines.
child in the county Jail yesterday aftThey are
ernoon for safe keeping.
the only witnesses to the fight and if
Sedillo should be captured, their tes- DENY SHE IS IN THE
timony will be very essential to his
CUSTODY OF ANY ONE
conviction.
Archebeque also contends that Sedillo is not the legal husband of the
woman.
Concord. N. 11., April 17. The deThe wounded man Is much stronger fendants In the Chrlstlun Science littoday and Dr Cams, the city phy- igation, Alfred Far low, Ira . Knapp,
sician, says that he may live.
The Wm. D. Johnson, Stephen A. Chase,
big gashes In his abdomen are not as Joseph Armstrong and Kdward A.
deep as at first thought, and show a Klnball, in their answer to the bill of
tendency to heal quickly.
However, complaint, deny that Mrs. Kddy's
he will be confined to the hospital for mental faculties are so impaired by
many weeks.
Infirmities of uge or otherwise as to
render her incapable of managing
her affairs and protecting her propSFTTL'RS FIRST SHOW
erty
against the undue influence or
F.XCLFSIVF.LY TIILIR OWN.
the control or the fraud of others, or
Philadelphia, Pa., April 17. Tho that
she is incapable of taking charge
first show confined entirely to setund managing the present or any
ters In this country, opened today In of
legal proceedings. They also
the Horticultural hall, where
the future that
she Is In charge and cusKugllsh Setter club is holding forth. deny
tody
defendants, Frye and Strang,
of
As the American Kennel club rules or of anyone
else.
provide that specialty clubs giving
exhibitions confined to a single breed FLORIDA STATU CO.NVF.N- are to rate as four-poishows for
TION OF SCHOOL OFFUTILS.
championship honors, it is anticipated that the entry will be a large one.
Tallahassee,
Fla., April 17. AcThe expectation is that the entries cording to the call of Issue by State
will include many of the field trial Superintendent
Holloway for public
section of the breed, Mr. Graham, Instruction, the county superintendthe judge, having by his judging at ents und other school officials of the
western shows displayed a tendency state of Florida assembled In this
to favor a class of dogs which are city today for a three days session
not fancied so much by the setter to hold a convention for the betterJudges who usually officiate. This ment of the schools of the stale.
was shown when he judged a few Nearly every county In the state is
years ago at Chicago ut the time that represented, the expenses of the ofBarton Tory was recognized as the ficials who attend being paid out by
leading dog by the judges in the east, the county treasuries.
A full probut Mr. Graham placed ono of Mr. gram was rendered this morning, and
Tory,
Coles' setters above
she being until the 19th the exercises will he
much lighter in build and lacking the replete with interest.
substance the majority of Judges require. There will be five classes for
broken dogs, one for advices, Ameri- LARRAZOLO'S ATTORNEYS
can or Canadian bred, with another
open class for both sexes. In which
Kngllsh bred dogs will compete with
SICI(0F THE JOB
A valuable arraty
the others.
V
prizes specially added, to the regular
list of US. $10 and $5, which are
offered In each class, aggregate $4 15 i ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft ft"
if
In cash, In addition to cups and othft
Today was the last day for tile ft
er prizes.
lienrlnv ttf bt i.v, .1 v It, i
ft
contest case, and
AI.PIIY DFLTA I'll I
inn attorneys lor tile runner e
:
1 1 11 11
1 1 ;i .1 :iiitA
da y.
worked early and late at liie city e
New York. April 17. Alpha Delta
building taking testimony in pre.
Phi men of many colleges and
find MJirTIM
i In a feeble effort to
will celebrate tonight
llhliulntf
millc
takullul
the
st venty-fift- h
against
anniversary
of their
the testimony, which lias
d
fraternal organization, and will
oeen securecj in isernalillo conn- ty favorable to Andrews. The ft
the celebration till the 19th.
They will hold a smoker at tho Alpha
proceedings were liehl in the
presence of Judge Mcl'lellan.
Delta I'hl club, und Inspection (if
the new clubhouse in Forty-fourt- h
The indications ai that the
street, a theatre party at the Hackett
attorneys for Lurraolo me very
theatre, a banquet at the Hotel
ft sorry that they brought the con- - ft
and a reception to the Rev. Dr. ft test Into Bernalillo county, as
. t
i,
uhAu , a
Fdward Kverett Hale. Dr. Hale was A' neurit? i' r ,r .
graduated at Harvard university. In ft that the republicuu
candidate
1S3 Just seven years after the first ft was discriminated
against uy ft
"Alpha Delta" chapter was organiz- ft Judges, clerks and deputv sher- ed at Hamilton college. In this state
ins.
by Samuel Eells.
ft ft ft
ft
ft ft
ft
"

Santa Fe Depot Agent Held
for an Alleged Criminal Attack on 13 Year Old Girl.
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Trinidad. Colo.. April 17. J.
W. Metcalf, Santa Fe depot
agent and operator at F.l Moro,
was arrested Monday afternoon
and placed In the county Jail
here on a complaint charging
him with making a criminal as-sault on Misa Jess H"BHde, who
has made her home .i'ti his wife
and baby at El Moro. The girl,
who Is only 13 years old, has
a father and stepmother living
in California, it is said, but her
own mother is dead.
The informant of the alleged
assault Is said to have been a
certain Santa Fe conductor, who
turned In the report of Metcalf'salleged dereliction upon his arrival at division headquarters in
Raton. N. M. The arrest fol- lowed shortly thereafter.
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APRICOT CROP 1UMACE1)
IN SOITIIF.KN CALIFORNIA.
New York, April 17. The trade nt
lairge Is deeply interested in crop
conditions on the coast, but it has
taken with much reserve the early
advices. "Last year," reports J. K.
Armsby, "the uprlcot crop In southern California was the better one.
We secured not only better quality,
but larger tonnage from the south.
Our Los Angeles reports say approximately 4U per cent of the apricot
crop In southern California is damaged. In the Sun Joaquin valley
apricots are a total failure: In the
Santa Clara valley there will be no
more than last year, and some varieties will be a total failure. Taking the crop of the state as a whole
no one now figures as large a crop
of apricots ns was produced In 1906.
We do not figure that the San Joaquin valley will have a larger total
of peaches than last year. In northern California we have been practically unable to get any reports, ns
the largest part of that country has
been flooded, ami travel through the
fruit district has been Impossible.
The growers generally fear damage
from bllnt, signs of which are now in
evidence. About 250,000 acres of
district are
land in the
They lie north of San
submerged.
Francisco and arc generally termed
the Sacramento valley.
BFCAl'SF. OF HIS YOL'TII
SF.NTIONCF.
COM M I'TFD
Tiflls, Trans Caucasia, April 17.
The actual murderer of William H.
Stuart, the Knglishinan, who was the
Amerlcnn vice consul at Katum and
who was killed May 20 last, was sentenced to be hanged but In view of
his youth the sentence was commuted
to ten years' Imprisonment. The two
others accused of complicity were acquitted.
bean-growin- g

BOSTON

STORE

AT

PHOENIX,

ARIZONA
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Phoenix, April 17. Fire broke'ft
out shortly atier nuumgni mon-du- y
night in the lioston store,
one of the largest department
stores In the city, occupying the
Dennis block. The men's department, the shoe department
and tho women's tailoring department were gutted. The loss
Is a hundred thousand dollars.
Other departments were damaged by smoke and water.
The Insurance is $40,000. The
building was damaged $15,000

and Is covered by $10,000 Insurance. Ttiere were apartments on
the third floor and forty people

had a narrow escape.
" .
Alio
Oiri ,
ft at the beginning and for a time
ft it appeared as if the entire sec- tion occupied by large uepart- merit stores, dry' goods and
clothing store- - would be swept
'
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Chicago, April

17.

A

dispatch

l;

the Tribune from Washington says:
President Roosevelt proposes to
take Into his own hands the determination as to whether an attempt
shall be made to break up the Harrl-ma- n
railroad combination or not, and
has come to the conclusion that It U
his duty
'

to study the cases from beginning to end.
The president has
been placed in the position of antagonism to Hirrlman, and on that
account Is particularly desirous that
no step be taken by any department
of the government In such way as to
leave the impression that It is the
result of personal hostility on the
part of the president himself.
To
satisfy himself as to the exact situa,the
tion
president proposes to read
all the testimony taken by the Interstate commerce commission on the
subject. Then he will have a conference with Attorney General Bonaparte and will ask the head of tho
department of Justice to apply the
general law to the case.
This will
take time and will Involve an Immense amount of labor on the part
of the president.
However, it will
better sat'ufy both the people and the
railroads.

Ql'IFT

TIM KM IN NEW
YORK REAL FATATK.
New York, April 17. There Is no
mistake about. It that New York is
having dull times In Its real estate
market. According to many real estate brokers prices are at a level that
makes It difficult to find buyers, in
spite of the fine returns that realty
Is bringing in.
The condition of the
money market, while better than a
month ago. Is still unsatisfactory, and
practically prohibitive of operation
on a large scale. But there is no
weakening of prices except in a few
cases where Investors have been hit
hard In stocks and hrc'- getting the
cash needed to strengthen their position. The events of last month
demonstrated that the superstition of
realty not being a quick asset. Is unfounded.

E

IS UNDER WAY IN

LONDON
Opposition to Imperial Policies
Complicating Colonies With
Other Countries.
DEMAND

FOR ASIATIC
EXTENSION EMPHATIC

London. April 17. The colonial
conference, which began on the 15th
Inst., Is fairly under way, and
the
conference of the colonial government Is found to be of great profit
to all concerned.
The coming of
General Botha solely to convince
Great Britain of the loyalty of the
South Africa I Hitch. Is considered
tignlllcant. The Canadians are greatly pleased that Sir Wilfrid Luurler.
premier to the Dominion overcame
his great reluctance to come, to accomplish which he had to overcome
some grave difficulties, and come
over to mingle In the debates.
Sir
Wilfrid Lauiier Is very popular, and
his voice Is an eloquent one.
The most thorn question Is that
of Imperial defense, on which greatly
contradictory opinions are held. The
Inherent difficulty of the problem will
be to draw the distinction between
Great Britain's position as a European power and as the mother country of a great colonial empire. Thus,
It will bu argued. Great Britain could
not expect tho colonies to bind themselves to assist her in any Kuropeau
war In which they were not concerned, whil.t at the Hume time, under
the exit ling circumstance
and conditions, any colony could embroil
Great Britain in war without Incurring any but the moral obligation to
come in her rescue. Tho idea is to
endeavor if piwihle to arrive at some
ugreeiuent of alliance Insuring conany
sultation and
in
conflict arising from causes outside
of purely Kuropeau politics, all parties thereto contributing
men and
money for a common defense upon a
population and revenue basis.
Dr. Jameson Intended to propose
the organization of some plan whereby contributions from each colony
should be equitably fixed on the condition the colonies lie represented upon the imperial council, at which
questions concerning
the peace of
the empire shall be discussed. sir
Joseph Ward, of New Zealand, favors
Increasing the colonial naval contributions to the Imperial defense. Australia Ik determined to bring up the
.Vsiastle exclusion question, and the
Hon. Mr. Ward has declared on being interviewed on the subject, thai
New Zealand was auaiii
tile admission of Chinese and Japanese, between whom and New Zealaiolcrs he
sees the Inevitable struggle.

(oviitvoit vinoFs Tin:

TICKET LAW
Denver. April 17. The ut f usion
bill, which wa to prevent names of
nominees appearing on more than one
ticket, was vetoed by the govreiior.
AVII-FIMO-

li--

'ALBUQUERQUE

PARK TWO.
of a university In a central part of the
United Slates, to which the youths of
fortune and talent tnrm all parti
thereof might bo went, for the completion of their education In nil the
branches of polite literature. In the
arts nnd sciences. In acquiring knowledge In the principles of politics and
good government; and, as a matter of
Infinite Importance, In my Judgment,
"''
by associating with, each other,
forming friendships In Juvenile years,
be enabled, to free themselves In a
propfr degree from thoso local prejudices nnd habitual Jealousies which
have Just been mentioned, and which,
when carried to excess, are never-failin- g
sources of disquietude to the
public mind, and pregnant with misf"01"1
chievous ronsequeuccs ,'try."

TUE tVENINO CITIZEN
MMUm

itHy Mi

Weekly ky

Tke CltUen PublUhlng Company

PFF1CIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

PRESIDENT

IS

RETALIATION

NEW ORDER

Men

Club

Have

Been Badly Treated In

ljilHr t onilhloiw I" England.
London Clubs.
Here Is a little Information fur10
nished bv l nltcd states consuls will
world
that
various corners of the
Interest some people:
Sprtl.il Correspondence!
reports
that
Halstcad
Consul
New York. April It. Some of the
ptrtentngo of. unemployed lu Oreat
nrltaln tn 1906 was only i. ,,Pr cent, leading New X'orK f'.ubs have begun a
or 1.3 less Ulan In 19U and 2.4 los.i general cnmrRn of reprisal against
than In 1504. TI tiet wage Increases EngllshWn because of the discourteous treatment that has been acof 1.070. 000 people last year amountcorded New York clubmen during the
ed to $270,000 per week, while
work people secured a reduction last couple of years when they have

HOW

Xt

IN EXCELLENT

B2,-U0-

0

tKIENlV.

art center but ns an art market haa
vastly Increased.
Its art auction

rooms have become the common
meeting ground of collector
from
all over the United States, Including
both buyers and sellers. A few nights
ago a mixed collection of some eighty
valued paintings by French anj Dutch
artists, and a few by early English
painters, were sold. They came from
three private galleries, one In Milwaukee, one In New Haven, and one
In Haltlrnore, and all together brought
$185,000.

OE DAY
American

EVENING CITIZEJ.

Another large auction In January
when the collection of It. St. Henry,
of Philadelphia, was sold,
realized
$352,000 for thirty pictures. An Important figure at all theRe sales Is
William A. Clark, of Mon-- 1
tana, who, during the last three
months, probably has spent $250,000
for a few masterpieces for his new
Fifth avenue mansion. From the
Henry collection alone Senator Clark
aggregating
.aoe three purchases

and
Toilet Accessories
, I la tii Bruslios,

Soups,
Nail
Brushes, Mantcuro
Scissors,
I 'lies.
CVrn
Masters,
Com
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

t

$68,200.

Olher art trensurrs dispose J of!
during the past winter Included the
Starbuck-Mac- y
sale of colonial furniture nnd china, which netted up-- 1
wnrds of $100,000. Then there WSJ
the auction of the Drake collection
of brass and copper articles which
brought $34,000. Added Importance
has been given to these sales of pictures and art objects because of the
been In London.
Although Americans ostensibly have frequency with which the Metropolibeen admitted to all the privileges of tan museum Is figuring as a bidder.
the British clubs, when entertained
German Study Tunnel Construction.
there, many of them hpve complained bitterly at the restrictions which
Three German engineers of Interhave been Imposed upon them. Some national repute now are here from
prominent New York clubmen have Hamburg, to act as special commissaid that, in a London club, they sioners to study American methods
would not be taken any further than of tunnel engineering in order to use
a strangers' room while In other cases what data they may obtain In the
they have been escorted to some construction of the mammoth harbor
Occidental Life Bnllding. Cor.
small sections set apart In a remote terminals In Hnmburg.
portion of the club building for the
Otto Stockhausen Is the commisRailroad Ave. and Broadway.
use of foreigners.
Furthermore, In sioner from Hamburg municipality,
many cases. New Yorkers have found and in the chairman of tho visiting
being Paul
that. Englishmen, In entertaining them committee, the others
would take them to some
Ithelndorff, who has built many tun-ne- s
In Europe: nnd Edward Meyer,
club which was nothing more
BOY WANTED AT LOS
who is the chief engineer of mechanior less than a restricted hotel.
As a result of this Englishmen of cal installation at the Hamburg har0
high social standing, who once were bor. Mr. Meyer's special duty Is to
the system of electric elevators
welcomed to the exclusive clubs of study
LUNAS
this city, now virtually are under In this country, for the tunnel to be
the ban. Their friends hesitate to laid at Hamburg will have two shafts
propose them either as visitors or each with six powerful elevators to
members, as in many cases where accommodate foot passengers to nnd
AT
they have done ho, they have been from the tunnel.
These engineers have been spending
pointedly Informed that the men proposed by them would bo blackballed their time Investigating the work on
tunnel under the
unless their names were withdrawn. the Pennsylvania Long
Island and BelThis state of boycott applies only North river, the
A
and sneaky-lookin- g
mont
under
the East river, youth
tunnels
no
to the London clubmen and
such
stepped into Wetzler's store last
feeling is shown toward visitors from the subway tunnel from the Battery Friday and asked Mr. Myerhoff for a
the continent. There, for years, Am- to South Brooklyn, and the AlcAdoo
file, gays the Holbrook,
erican clubmen have been hospitably tunnels under the Hudson.
Ariz., Argus. His appearance not be8TAATS
EDWARD
LUTHER.
treated.
ing very reassuring and the salesman
at the same moment catching the
Cured of Illieunintlsni.
City
$10,0U0,00I.
sound of clinking steel as tho stranger
Mr.
Henry
Chattanooga,
Wm.
of
In
Owing to official negligence
moved about, discovered that around
the
had rheumatism in his left one of his unkles was a shackle and
failure of borough presidents to cer Tenn.,
"The strength seemed to have short piece of chain which the boy
tify proper assessments to the board arm.
was vainly trying to hide.
of assessors, this city during the last gone out of the muscles so that
live years has paid out more than was useless for work," he says. "I
Mr. MeyerholT at once concluded
$10,000,000 for the laying of sewers applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and that he was some fugitive from Justhe arm In flannel at night, tice or an escaped prisoner, and at
and grading of streets which should wrapped
to my relief I found that the pain once notified Deputy Sheriff Williams,
have been paid by property owners. and
This Is an astonishing condition of gradually left me and the strength who took the stranger into custody.
In three weeks the
affairs which has Just been revealed returned.
next day Sheriff Woods receivhad disappeared and has not edThe
through an Investigation by the corinformation that the prisoner was
If troubled with wanted
poration counsels' office and the com- since returned."
Los Lunas, N. M., on a
rheumatism try a few applications of charge ofat robbery,
missioner of accounts.
and was requested
You
be
Balm.
Pain
to
are
certain
The commissioners have found that pleased
hold him until he was sent for.
with the relief which It af- to The
4 95 contracts
had been paid for by
lad's story, upon being asked as
the city which, with interest, made a fords. For sale by all druggists.
to how the shackle came to be on
total outstanding
debt uncollected
was
to the effect that a hobo
him,
from property owners of $10,771,000.
had placed It on his leg while riding
There were 200 such contracts paid SHEEP THIEVES BUSY
in a box car, a statement which
for by the city and not charged to
the sheriff did not seem to take much
property owners In Queens and 235
stock in. His purpose in asking for
In Itrooklyn, some of the contracts
IN
EDDY
C0UN1Y
tile was to separate himself from
the
running back to 1902. The proper
the steel bracket.
procedure In such cases, the report
says, Is for the city to employ a conDoing Business Again.
tractor and pay him the amount due
According to reports from Eddy
..when m friends thought I was
under his contract, which amount, county in the southeastern portion of about
to
leave of tn,9 worl(li on
with incidental expenses, then Is cer- the territory, the wholesale stealing account take
of indigestion, nervousness
tified to by the borough president of sheep continues unabated and
general debility," writes A. A.
nnd the certificate forwarded to the Is probable that a force of territor-itand
Treadwell, N. Y.. and when
board of assessors in order that they lal mounted police will be sent to that itchisholm.
looked as if there was no hope
may levy on the property benefited. section to run down the thieves. Fol- J
left,
was
persuaded to try Electric
Money spent for this purpose by lowing closely upon u theft of 500
Hitters, and I rejoice to say that they
the city, the report says, might be head of sheep ten days ago,
Buckthe
are curing me. I am now doing busl-ey- e
recoverable from the property owners
company reports a loss of ness again ns of old, and am still
Benefited,
"provided
the property 450 Sheep
sheep within the past week. The gaining daily." Sest tonic medicine
owners do not raise objections."
sheep were later found mixed in an- - on earth. Guaranteed by all drug-othHock
with
the
earmarks gists. 50c
New York an Art Market.
o
changed and tho brands obliterated. '
Is said that arrests will likely fol
During the past few years the im-'W. V.
For Sale
portance of New York not only as an low
Futrelle.

Let us Supply You I

o

In the
In working time amounting
aggregate to M.000 hours per week.
Knsinnd titters a fine market for
American manufactures of cheap Jew
Kngllsh workmen are very
elry.
fond of ornaments that glitter. news
to a Singapore
Has Constant Fight to Keep According
paper, excerpts from which nave peen
forwarded by Consl General Wllber,
Down Flesh of Which He
rubber planting Is being extended in
lu Sumatra
part of the world.
that
Horror.
Has Great
some 1 r,0. 000 acres have been already
Ceylon Is actlocated for planting.
ive, and several Kngllshmen have secured 60,000 acres In the state of
MOVEMENT FOR A BIG
Hohore, India, for rubber estates.
The production of Indian corn In
Portugal and possessions Jn 1906
amounted t.i about 20.OH0.O00 bushels,
which large crop restricted the demand for foreign corn.
Windsor. Unt., has been granted the
privilege .through a legislative act, to
Inducement for
Labor Conditions In Great Britain offer bonuses us an
s
to locate in
manufacturing
In
the
Improved
Greatly
Have
The bonuses consist of
that city.
free water and light and exemption
Last Two Years.
from taxation for a period of ten
years.
The people of i ruguay are large
consumers of candies, as kerosene
Special Correspondence.
Wajmlnaton. April 17. President sells there at forty cents T.a gallon.
ADAMS.
GEO.
de
Itoosevelt is In excellent health, consjplte the recent alarmliiK reports
IV, it
.
n
COnUHlun.
hifl nhvti Cfl
iwii or so aio Mr. Koosevelfs uppe
PARSON IS
me heenn to fail and his stomach SLUMMING
went back on him. When these facts
became known rumors were put
health
circulation that the president'sprobabll-Ity
DEPOSED AFTtR
was failing, and that in all
and
Washington
leave
he would
take a long rest.
Mr.
Judging
from appearances
Itoosevelt was never in better shape
in his life, although he finds 11 more
and more difficult to keep down his
weight. Were It not for the strenuous exercises In which he Indulges,
Curate Discharged In Police
the president would doubtless soon asof drover
sume the proportions
Court After Fight With DeMr. Itoosevelt has a horCleveland.
ror of fat, and he wants little of It.
tective In Negro Resort.
The work the president does day
after day throughout the year would
What with
kill an ordinary man.
New York, April 17. As a result of
transacting the public business that
oes to his desk, preparing speeches, a slumming tour through the Tenderwriting letters and receiving callers, loin, which wound up in his arrest in
he Is busy from morning to night, a negro resort, liev. W. Howard
of St. Matbut withal he MndB time for recrea- Mears, assistant rector
tion In the form of long walks, horse- thew's Protestant Episcopal church,
back riding on occasions and In play- has been deposed from the ministry
by
Coadjutor
Bishop David M.
ing tennis on the white house court.
People marvel at the president's Greer.
Mr. Mears, who Is 32 years old, was
He is
capacity In a literary way.
writing all the time, and apparently arrested at 9 o'clock on the night of
moment's March 12, after a list fight with two
tan turn out a speech atnota be
under- plain clothes detective. Herzlng and
Hut it should
notice.
of Inspector Hussey's
stood that the president is at all care- Schniacke,
staff, who had followed him Into an
literary
less In the preparation of his
For all the celerity of alleged thieves' den In Seventh aveproductions.
street.
his movements, official and personal, nue, near Thirty-nint- h
Schmacke testitied that he saw a
the president dictates his correspondnegro
woman
Mears, and
Mr.
accost
ence or his speeches very slowly and
walked
deliberately. The public has an en- a minute later the curate
tirely different Idea about the presi- down the street with her and entered
The deteectlves followdent In this respect, but it Is a fact, aed building.
with another negress, and by peernevertheless, that when he Is talking
through
ing
curtains saw Mr. Mears
to a stenographer he Is the personifiHe in a room with the woman.
The
cation of studious deliberation.
was heard to aay:
"You
selects his words with care, often clergyman me.
I am on to your game.
using two or three synonyms before can't rob
Let me out of here."
deciding upon the one he wants.
detective
The
then rushed into the
An incident Is recalled where the
president consumed at least twelve room and informed Mr. Mears that
was
he
under
arrest.
The curate
statepublic
dictating
In
a
minutes
ment of little more than 300 words. picked up a chair to defend himself
ns "the InThis was when the railroad rate tight from what he describedway
out. The
was in its most critical stage, and the truder." and fought his
president desired to send to the coun- detective had a black eye and a
try through the newspapers an "in- bruised nose after the encounter.
Curute is Discharged.
This
terpretation" of his attitude.
in the police court the' curate was
means that It was one of those utter-onc- charged
with disorderly conduct and
In which the president is not
luoted directly, but the reader is left discharged.
"1 am a student of sociology, and i.i
Everyone should take a tonic in the Spring ; their systems require it. The blood lias
to infer that4t correctly sets forth the
president's attitude. The white house pursuit of my work went through the become
thick and sluggish with the accumulations left in the system from breathing the
tory about the $5,000,000 conspiracy leiuierio'n to gainer material for a
I had heard that women
was inspired by the president, al- sermon.
of closed rooms and overheated buildings; the heavy, rich foods of the Winter
impure
air
though he did not uppeur to the pub- thieves were In league with the police
my
to
ami
wanted
find
and when this vital fluid is aroused and stirred to quicker action by the return
out
etc,
season,
for
Secretary Ieb
lic as Its author.
acted ax the administrative spokesman self. 1 do not believe in second-han- d
w
of
armer
weather,
these waste matters and poisons are distributed through the circulation,
information."
in this utterance.
Hev. Dr. Arthur II. Judge, rector of to act tlepressingly and injuriously on the system.
The blood being iu this unnatural and
Although in fine physical form, the St. Matthew's, declared that his young
impure condition is unable to furnish the body with the proper amount of nourishment and
president, it is understood, will "let assistant toured the Tenderloin withup" on his work when he goes to his out his knowledge, and that sermons strength, and the system suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion, los ; of
summer home at oyster Kay in June. of that character were not given at
winter congress kept him busy his church. He was shocked, he said. appetite, and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered blood circulation.
at the Imprudence of Mr. Mears, ami
for three months, and since adjournThe depleted system must have assistance; it needs a tonic and it is important that the
ment the volume of business submit- reported the case to Itlshop dreer.
Mrs. Mears, the pretty young wife proper one be selected.
ted to him. for consideration has not
When the health is in this disordered condition it is not safe to
of tile deposed minister, stuck to him
fallen off in the slightest.
through
concoctions,
it
take
sarsaparill as, etc.,
unknown
all,
and asserted her confiWhile the president uill not openly
Your S. S. 3., in my opinion, is as good a medicine us
play politics between now and the dent belief In her husband's explanabecause
contain
they
potash or can be had; it simply cannot be improved upon as a
usually
She also declared that he wan
holding of the republican
national tions.
remedy to purify and enrich the blood and to invigorate
convent!. m, he will undoubtedly prove In search of sotialogical material on other strong mineral ingredients which act
and tone up the system. This spring my blood was bad
a factor In the determination by that the night of his arrest.
unfavorably and often dangerously on the and I was run down in health, and having seen your
The lie posed clergyman came t
body of ihe party's standardbeurer In
highly advertised I commenced its use. To-da- y
the battle of l!)us. The approaching this city from Cincinnati, where he run-dowweakened system, at a time when medicine
my blood is in fine condition and my general health is of
campaign
Interests was graduated from a theological col;t
needs gentle and natural stimulation to the best. Am filling position as fireman for a large conthe president, and he is watching the lege. He also studied at Columbia
moves of the various candidates with university. lie was ror three years threw off the impurities and
here, and if I was not in good physical condition it
recuperate its cern
St.
connected
Matthews,
with
and
the greatest care. When he gets down
would be impossible lor me to till the place. Your 8. tv S.
tiore
an
up
excellent
reputation
May
exto
the
Oyster
is
summer
to
this
it
lost energy. A great deal is being said has been of great service tome and I do not hesitate to
pected that there will be a good deal lime or his arrest. It is said that he
gtveitthe crejit it deserves.
WM. F. VAN DYKE.
doing In politics, and that the little will devote the future to traveling and these days about living close to nature, and
B15 Fifth at.. Beaver Falls, Penn.
Long Island city will be the scene of writing for magazines.
it is more applicable to medicines, perhaps,
numerous conferences having a bearing on the presidential nomination
than anything else. Nat ure has provided a reined' lor all the ills of mankind, and medicines
WHERE THE SCHOOL
next year.

CONDITION
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PHARMACY
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inwt National Auiiiwrnui').
George Washington's vision of a
great university at the laptlal of the
nation will at no distant day be realised by the Institution of learning located in this city that bears his name.
The plan of establishing a great uni
versity at the seat of government is
older than the republic itself. It was
vigorous! pressed by James Madison
and Charles Pinckney in the consti
tutional convention of 178..
Wash
Ington urged It upon the attention of
in
again
country
in
1791
and
the
17 86.
His private letters during the
closing years of his life and his last
will and testament abound in proof.--,
of his absorbing interest in the pro
ject.
The managers of George Washington university, formerly the Columbian university, are building as they
Washington
would
believe
have
wished.
The tirst president. In his
will, written in his own hand and
executed on the Mh of July, 179H.
aid:
"It has been my ardent wish to a plan devised, .in a liberal scale
which would have a tendency to
spread systematic ideas through al!
parts of his rising empire, thereby t
do away with local attachments and
stale prejudices, as far as the nature
of tilings would, or indeed ought to
admit from our national councils.
"looking anxiously forward to the
Hccoiiiplixhinent of so desirable an oh-Jas this (in my estimation), my
mind has not been able to contemplate any plan more likely to clTect
tile measure than tile estuliiniiinent
it

IS GOING

MONEY
A. H.

Stioup. county superintendent

of schools, has announced the following apportionment .if school funds in
his hands among the several school
districts of Iternali' o county:
No. of
No. of

District.
I

-

Scholars. Amount.

:H
6H

4

25'J

125.40

"'

4

'

121

36.311

77

23 10

nil

24.00
31.90
17.40
51.90
1.048 40

I

1"
1

24.20
20.40
27.40

$

93
S6

:

1

13

H
22

1

173
5S
1
73
3.4SX
1.222
59
if,

336. 6u

17.70

2.1

2h
34

132

3".

67
112
30

30
39

34

'

47 70
L'4 6u
;!9.6i)
1U.20

20.10
311.60

25

U.OU
7 50

4 4

"il

15 30

4 i

5

ii 2 a
:I5.10
32 10
40

4

47
4s
54

4

ill
107
7K

ii

7.47K
$2.243 40
Totals
District No. 37 discontinued because
failed to h.ive three months' school.

d.

J

made from nature's vegetation act better in every way than do the strong mineral mixtures
which are the products of t lie chemist's or apothecary's shop.
The greater of all tonics is S. S. S. It is made entirely of the roots, herbs and barks
of the forests a:i l fields, selected for their purifying and health restoring qualities ; and as
it docs not contain the slightest trace of mineral in any form it is especially adapted for a
systemic remedj-- , one that is absolutely safe for young or old. S. S. S. acts directly on
the blood, ridding it of any and all impurities and poisons, and restoring the lost properties
of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to supply to the system the hcathful, invigorating energy needed to pass this trying season of the year. Its action is the most prompt,
pleasaut and satisfactory of all tonics
and blood purifiers, and those who are
beginning to feci the need of a medicine to fortify the system against the
unpleasant conditions that conic with
Spring, will do well tocommence its use
at once. It will not only tone up the
system, but will remove auv taint or
uni'ir that mav be in the blood and thus prevent an outbreak of Eczema. Tetter. S ilt Rheum
xc other r isli or eruption of the skin.
S. S. S. restores lost 'emrgy, relieves that all worn out,
lited feeling, quiets the nerves, helps the appetite and imparts a relish for food, and in every
v ay a ids tone and vigor to the entire system, and prepares it for the depressing Summer
months th :t are to follow.
ill si lectin-- v'.ir tonic for this vear do not be led into beiievingth.it others are "just as
gotnl," L u get S-- S. C, THZ GREATEST OF ALL TOXMC, and one that for more than
,
V
t
r
..:
t.
.v.ume i s. .maic,
U is v..
lorty vears has been rcon i:::c'i n
aosoiirc y pure anaj saie, ana
t all
c.vir st; us,
reliable iu e cry way. S S. S. is for s;i
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.

$1,OGO FOR PROOF
NOT
THAT S. S. S.
PURELY VEGETABLE
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PROPERTY fOANS.

rERSONAIi

WANTED.
Woman at

WA.NTK1
Avenue.

SUPPLIES

i

11,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

'

APRIL

05

Rom.t

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED Gentlemanly bell boys at
the Alvarado.
WANTKDOIrl for neneral house
work. Apply to W. J. Johnson, 820
Went TIJeras road.
WANTED Ladies wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Miss Crane, 512 North
Also appren
street. Prices low.
tice wanted.
Phone 944.
secondUentleman-- s
WANTED
hand clothing. No. E15 South First
street, south of viaduct, Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
HENT.
FOil KENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Broadway.
Foil KENT Nicely fuminhed rooms
nt the Oranado hotel, 114 H North
F!rst street
FOR RENT Pleasant,'
rooms, near business center;
Corner Sixth
rates reasonable.
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
Foil KENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 519
E. P. GolWest Railroad avenue.
den.
FOR RENT LiKht, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $1 per
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
A. T. Devore,
524 South Second.

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tiff
and as high aa $200.
Loans ar
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one rear given.
possession.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO. '
Steamship ticket to and from all
parte of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
S16 West Railroad Ave.
' 1
PRIVATE OFFICES.
i
Open Evenings.
On

We Want
1

2

MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,

:

HELL-ROY-

2
2

COOKS

S,

STONE MASONS,
IRON MOLDER,
5
HOUSE GIRLS.
We furnish clerical liclp a
spevliilly, free to the employer
Hookkpcpcrs,
Stenographers,
Typewriters, Clerks, etc
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
1

Proprietor.

FOR S.VLR.
SALE Household
furniture.
416 West Santa Fe avenue.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care CItl7.cn office.
FOR SALE Roll top oak desk,
new. Inquire Tony Mlchelbah,
old town.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap.
W. E. Mllllkpn. Library building.
FOR SALE At the 'Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
doughnuts.
pies,
cakes,
baked
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homeAlso staple groceries, dry
made.
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
'Phone 710.
-- OST.
LOST On Railroad avenue, between
High and Second streets, lady's
gold watch and small chain. Re. T.
ward to tinder. Room IT,
Armljo building.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION".
Ily Authority of Uio City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second
Ward Office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
R. Craig, justice of the p"ace. South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New MexFOR

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

;

4

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, SS F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,

st

land patents,

copyrights,

caveats,

letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque. N. M. Office,
First National
Hank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and , Barnett bulldlni.
over O'RIelly'a drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointment made by mail.
Edmund J. AImp. n. n. a
No. S06 Railroad avenun.
riffle.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
p. m. 10 6 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall. .
W. M.

KHRniriaiv

t n

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
wuueniai i,iie juuilding. Telephone 886. Albuquerque. N. it.
DR. R Ij. 1II7ST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
fi.rr.nf
Germicide. Treatment
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phone.
6-- 8,

DKS. BRONSON

& BRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
mnce ana residence, 628.

llt.

.T.

Sr

U'lnvin

?

E

'

When vntir nnlmuli arm tr,i
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
up me uiu rename, rnone No. 542.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 816.
Colo., Red 111
ico.
BORDERS.
In witness whereof I have hereunto Commercial A. Club
building.
Riacfe
set my hand and caused to be affixed
or White hearse, $(.
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
"
New Mexico.
ARCHITECTS
FRANK MpKEE.
Mayor.
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar-neAttest:
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
HARRY F. LEE.
Both phones.
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
NOTARY PUBLIC.
First publication April 3. 1907.
o
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Thi-rIs more Catarrh in this section
Office with W. B. Childers.
117
i'i tho country than all other diseases West Gold
avenue.
put together, and until the last few years
was supposeu to be Incurable.
For a
tjrt'at many years doctors pronounced It HAIR DRESSER A?TD CHIROPO- a local disease and prescribed local
DIST.
and by constantly failing to cure
with local treatment, pronounced IncurMrs.
Bambini,
at her parlors, No.
able.
Science has proven catarrh to
tie a constitutional disease ana therefore 209 West Railroad avenue. Is prerequires constitutional treatment. Hall's pared to give thorough
scalp treatCatarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
is taken Internally In doses from 10 gives massage treatment and manidrops to a tcaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blond and mucous surfaces of the curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
system. They offer one hundred dollars tlon of complexion cream builds up
tor any case It falls to cure. Send for the skin and Improves the complex-Ion- ,,
circulars and testimonials.
Address:
and is guaranteed not to be InF. J. CHENEY & C.,
jurious. She also prepare
a hair
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
tonic that cures and prevents danTake Hall's Family Pills for constipa- druff and hair falling out; restores
tion.
life to dead hair; remove
moles,
and superfluous hair. Also
NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN warts
that the undersigned, special master face powder, a freckle cure and piru-pl- e
cure and pile cure. All of then
appointed by the court on November
2b, 1906, to sell
are purely vegetable
property preparations
certain
hereinafter described, in a cause compounds. Have just added a vnumbered 7243, District Court of
ibrator machine
for treatment of
county, Territory
of New scalp, face and cure of wrinkles, it
Mexico, in which M. W. Flournoy is also used for rheumatism,
palm
and Clara Tascher were plaintiffs and and massage.
Henry J. Farmer and Zena Farmer,
his wife, were defendanr, will aell at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'.
public auction to the highest and best
Department of the Interior. Iin.I
bidder for cash, at the hour of 10
Office
at Santa Fe. N. M., March 26,
o'clock. In the forenoon on Thursday,
tne Zbin day of April. 1907, at the 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
front door of the postofflce in the city
of Albuquerque, territory aforesaid, Palle. of Laguna, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final
the following described property
proof in support of his claim,
Lots live t5) and six (6), of
Homestead entry No. 6842.
block twenty-nin- e
(29), Hunlng's viz.:
Highland addition to the city of Al- made February 12. 1902, for the :i
NW Vt section 28; township 6 N.
buquerque, as the same is known and
designated on a plat of said addition range 5 W, and that said proof will
made by Otto Dieckman, and filed in be made before Silvestre Mirabel. U.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
Ihe ofllce of the probate clerk and
recorder of Hernalillo county. N. M., on May 6. 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
Said sale is to satisfy a judgment of
said plaintiffs of foreclosure against prove his continuous residence upon,
said defendants in a sum including and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Interest and costs to the date of sale Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
to the sum of $3,170.80.
Said sale is Palle. Jose M. Cacj, all of I.uitunj,
made subject to a deed of trust to N. M.
Samuel Pickard made February 5th,
MANUEL R. OTERO
1 1106,
for three hundred dollars, and
Register.
also to a deed of trust to M. W.
Flournoy made March 24th, 1906, for Cliiiiiiherluin'N Cough Remedy Aid
eighteen hundred dollars, and to meNature.
now
Hens
outstanding
chanics
Medicines that aid nature aie always most effectual.
amounting to $2,200.00.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plau. It
FRANK H. MOORE,
Special Master.
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
o
aids expectoration, opens the secretions, and aids nature In restoring the
MITllH FOR PTOMCATION.
system to a healthy condition. ThouDepartment of the Interior, Land sands have testified to its superior
Ottli-at Santa Fe, N. M .March 26, excellence. For sale by all druggists.
1907.
Notice is hereby given that George
Kirochima, of
N. M , has
tiled notice of his intention to make
final five-yeproof in support of hU
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
6843. made September 12. 1902, for
...
N
NW
the
and
SV i NV
NW U SW
section 18, township
7 N, range 4 W, and
that said proof
will be made before Silvestre Mira-ba1T. S. Court Commissioner
at San
To all points Railroad Tickets
Rafael, N. M , on May 6, 1907.
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
He names the following witnesses
Ofllce, 113 West Railroad avenue.
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, tho land,
Only member of American Ticvix: Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero,
ket .Mrokers Association in AlbuJuan Pulle, Jose M. Cac-oall of
querque, N. M.
N. M.
Correspondence
MANUEL R. OTERO.
solicited.
Register.
tt
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EVIDENCE SHOWS MARVIN

BASE BALL

STILL LIVES. BUT IN HANDS OF

OF TIIK TKAMS.
National ligue.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Chicago
Cincinnati

Philadelphia
Philadelphia

iiv iioi.mks mctiiodr, discovkius

;i:k.s,
ory

kkason aiu.k the-

THAT IIOHOKS WAXDKIUMi NOUTII SI3ZKI) CIIII.1 FOIl
PITKOIS APIKAIj OK HIvMlT-.RftOKKKANSOM AT KITS HAMMOCK
KATIIKll.

N

(Hy Win. II. lrlRir.)
Special Corrivponilenee.
Dovpr, Del.. April 17. What Is the
fate of little Horace Marvin, and will
father ever nee
his broken-hearte- d
"Chubby" nffulii?
of deduction
theory
by
Again
the
of ImpoHslble
mid the elimination
situations, an whh followed In the
reding articled in thin series, Sherlock Holmes would answer that there
Is evrry reason to believe little Hor-no- e
is now alive. Whether or not
to his
he will ever be returned
father's arms will be shown.
Wan he lost? Was he accidentally
killed? Old not little Horace run
be
must
ii way?
These questions
After going over the
conclusion,
Is
ground carefully the
that the boy could not have been
lost.
There Is no
If lost, where?
answer to this. Kvery nook and cornel of more than twice the territory
the boy could have traversed has)
been searched us no ground waa ever
searched before. He Is not lost.
Nor
wok he accidentally killed.
Within the radius possible for an acIs
cident to have occurred thiere

iner climate of the north. Straggling
detatchments of thin army were passIn
ing constantly, pillaging
their
small and pernicious ways as they
went. They knew lKts Hammock of
old. It was a shelter and doubtless
some of the criminal privates of this
army knew of Its possibilities as a
safe retreat and rendezvous. Dover
was full of talk of the rich doctor.
They heard It. The talk passed Idly
from mouth to mouth among those
coming and going around Kits Hammock in this underworld that Sherlock Holmes would rightly take Into
account In his deduction.
Ieft playing alone on the straw
stack, this child was a fair prize to
In
the eyes of passing vagabonds.
ii n instant
they realized the golden
possibilities that lay In carrying
him away.
They took little Horac.
In no possible way could the boy
have got away alone, unassisted.
Sherlock Holmes would have satisfied
himself of this from the fact that
little Horace was heavily dressed.
He wore a long red cap, the tassel
on the end of which was waving in

New York
Hoston
St. Ixiuls

Itrooklyn

Aiiicrhiin
Philadelphia
Detroit
Hoston

Chicago
Cleveland
St. Louis
New York
Washington

1.000

3

0

2
2
2
2
2

1

.

1

.666

I
0
0

Pittsburg

.K8

1

.

1

.66

1

.666

3

,2R0

1

.000
.000

3

league
3
2
2
2

1

2
3
1

1

2
2
2

1

National Ijcagne.

R.

H. E.

6
6

7

2

Philadelphia
8 1
Hatteries Flaherty and Needham:
Corrldon and Jacklitsch.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
1
0 9
Cincinnati
St. Louis
3 10 0
Coakley,
Ewing
P.atterles
and
Schlel; Karger and Marshall.
R. H. E.
At Hrooklyn
New York
7
2
4
1
Hrooklyn
6 5
Hatteries MeOinnlty and Hresna-haMclntyre and Hitter.
American Iicagiii'.
At New iork
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
9 7 2
New York
6
8
4
Batteries Dygert. Render and Perry; Orth, Hughes. Castleton and Klel-no-

n:

At Ronton
R. H. E.
1
4 10
Hoston
1
Washington
8
2
Hatteries Young and Crlger: Graham, Falkenburg, Hlankenship
and
Hayden.
At St. Louis
d
game called off
St.
wet grounds.
At Detroit
Detroit-Chicag- o
game postponed,
cold weather.
Louis-Clevelan-

i

DAILY

BASE BALI STORY
There are lots of things that happen
the diamond which seem a legitimate excuse for managers getting
angry. For example, you can hardly
blame "Jimmy" McAleer, of the St.
Louis Browns, for getting hot under
the collar while this was taking place
Washington was playing in St.
Louis, and McAleer's team came up
In the last half of the ninth with the
Rnr n lit Ktnno lud fT u.th n hi.
and was caught oft first. McAleer
on

jv

"

"

T

If

t

I'M

HIKING?
i

SOME

tiik

J

hiDwrnxii

rvniKTic i K.nti: in
mvstokv, dk.
iiou- ACK MARVIN. Sit.. TATIIKK OF M ISSINti liOY.
I'KOM A SNAPS
KNK
AT
TIIK
SHOT TAKKN
Ol' TIIK KIDXAIMMNtJ KSl'Kt lAI.liY
IXlIt TIIK KVKMXtl

CITIZKN.

absolutely no evidence of such a
thing. The same search would have
if Horace had
revealed something
killed.
Little Horace
Did he run away?
K not three years old, and he could
i.ot possibly have gone any distance
before discovery.
Kltmlnatlng
these Impossibilities
there is but one answer he was kidnapped and Is alive. No resident of
him. Sherlock
Delaware captured
Holmes would confidently state this
making
kidnapping
because the law
punishable by death was recently
enacted fresh in the minds of every
No
one In
of the state.
Dover had a grudge against the kind-- l
old doctor. This eliminates the
n vcnge theory. Hut Dr. Marvin came
to Dover with every mark of a millionaire.
The state, at the time of the kidnapping, was on the route of a moving army of hoboes coming from the
south for the more comfortable sum- b.-e-

the wind. His overcoat was belted
tightly about him, and he was so
bundled up in warm clothing that he
could not possible have toddled far
enough to get out of sight of the
house in fifteen minutes.
Still, by the careful calculation
given In the first article In this series,
Sherlock Holmes easily proved that
within eleven minutes from the time
he was last seen he had completely
'
disappeared.
These are my findings. If they are
Incorrect the Holmes method of deI may say,
duction is responsible.
however, that the man who believes
most Implicitly In the theory I have
advanced is Dr. Marvin. Here are
the old man's most recent words, uttered to me as I left him at his doorstep:
"All I want is to get my boy back.
I am positive that he was stolen.
I
am not vengeful.
I freely forgive,
from my heart, the persons who have
my boy, and will pay them the ran- -

ENDED ALL RIGHT,
snorted. A second later Niles got a
hit. and was thrown out trying to
btretch it Into a double. You ought to
huve seen "Mac" rave.
Tom Jones came along then with
another hit, which naturally should
have driven In the winning run. It
made "Jimmy" so angry to think
about it that he said: "Come on now
Jones. I,et's see what a dub you can
be on the bases. Start right down to
second while the pitcher has the ball.
Of course, he meant it as a joke,
but Jones thought he meant it and
hiked for second. Charlie Smith was
pitching for Washington, and lost his
head for an Instant. He fired the ball
to the catcher, and by the time the
ball got buck to second Jones was
roosting there. Wallace came up and
made the fourth consecutive hit of
that Inning, driving in the winning
run.
And it was McAleer's kidding that
won the game.
SPORTING XOTKS.
Cantillon wants a team of youngsters at Washington, he says.
Southern Golf association tournament will be held at Atlanta. June

y
V

sites
1 1 JfkmznocA.

Jt .

Washington Is to use an electric
score board device to record Iirain,
Brown and Blush.

.

Jockey Tod Sloan, who once had
an income of $100,000 a year, now
has to skimp along on $50 a week.
Harney Dreyfuss says the Pirates
have the best twirling staff in the National, possibly barring the Cubs.

O

Atlantic outlaw league revived again
Hilly Gilbert Is said to he signed for
second base of the Hrooklyn team.

2

Howling records continue to go.
Thompson's Colts, of Chicago, rolled
2 853 in the international
tourney at
Toronto.
g
Lumley. the
Hrooklyn
star, Is getting an early start. His
first home run was off an Atlanta
twlrler.
hard-hittin-

.llV.W.h,KII
i.'....V
XSU

.
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Zyfiy act

1

ike Exercise.

Roy Corhan was up six times in
Monday's game at Colorado Springs,
made one run, two hits, five putouts,
four assists and one error.
Connecticut, where he was sent last
December, to cut out the booze now,
Alan Storke, the Amherst boy, secured by Pittsburg. Is showing great
form. Dreyfuss says he's the find of
the season,

the Bowels

I

vr

I

Detroit butcher has offered an
even dozen porterhouse steaks, raw.
for the first home run on the Detroit
grounds.
A

It's up to Terry McGovern. having
bitn released from the sanitarium in

if
Cents

Druggists

Our Work

I

!

u right
-

Name.
All Kinds

Occupation.

-

-

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Residence.
If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above

and send same to the office of The Kvening Citizen.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

H

Ba-11-

YI'STKRDAY'S OAMKS.
At Philadelphia
Hoston

Our Prices

.750
.666
F. Ry.. res. 524
south Second
.600
street.
.500
.500 Bambini, Mrs. I
hair dresser, res. Belasquez, Jesus, res. rear 14 23 Ba- relas road.
.333
209 west Railroad avenue.
.333 Bambini, O., tailor, res. 209 west Belasquoi. Mateo, res. rear 14 23
5
.333
relas road.
Railroad avenue.
Bambrook, Alfred W. (Bambrook Belden, Mrs. E. A. (widow), res.

1

1

Albuquerque City Directory 1907

Pet.

Won. Lost.

1

THE CITIZEN'S

PACK THRKK.

are right

STANDINfJ

FRIGHTENED TRAMP THIEVES

CITIZEN.

him back to

ma. Th amount I offer l all' that
I hfive nnw, but I would atrip myself
biire If llttlH Horace were brought
bat k to me."

BOY

BVEVTNQ

n
(me of the surprises of the
was the easy way in which
the Philadelphia Nationals outplayed their American rivals.

Bros), liveryman; Tes. 112 John
street.
Bros, props. Highland
Bambrook
Liverv stable. 112 John street.
Bambrook, Miss Anno, res. 718 south
Arno street.
res. 718
Bambrook, Miss Hattie,
south Arno street.
Bambrook, Hiram (Bambrook Bros),
res. 718 south Arno
liveryman;
street.
Bandera Americana Publishing Co.
(F. A. Hubbell, prop.), 124 north
Second street.
Bangs, Miss Bell, dressmaker, res.
233 north Walter street.
Bangs. Miss Ella M., clerk Matson's
book store, res. 217 south sixin
street.
Santa Fe
Bangs, T. H., foreman
shops, res. 623 south Editn street.
Bank of Commerce (Solomon Luna,
pres.; W. S. Strlckler, vice pres. and
corner Rail
cashier), northwest
road avenue and Second street.
Bannerman, John, res. 713 west Sil
ver avenue.
Baracat, B. I., general merchandise,
res. 1308 south Second street.
Barda, Robert H., blacksmith, res.
Tijeras avenue.
Barela, Atanaclo, clerk, res. 1402
south Second street.
Rare la. David, laborer, res. 1417
south First street.
Barela. Fellciano, laborer. res. 1213
south Broadway.
Barela, Isldro, employe A. T. A a
F. round house, res. 423 west Pa
ciile avenue.
Barela. Mrs. Josefa (widow) res.
507 west Cromwell avenue.
Barela. Juan, helper bollershop San
ta Fe Ry., res. 423 west i'acuic
avenue.
Fe
Barela. Louis, employe Santa
shops, res. 711 Barelas road.
Barela, Luis, employe Albuquerque
foundry, res. 711 Barelas road.
Barela, Senova, helper Santa Fe machine shop, res. 423 west Pacific
avenue.
Barela, Severo. laborer, res. 14 17
south First street.
Barela, Victor, car repairer, res. 1101
south Second street.
Barela. Victor, helper boiler shop
Santa Fe Ry.. res. 4 23 west Pacific avenue.
Barelas Public School. 1425 south
Second street.
Barnes. John W., theatrical man. res.
312 west Silver avenue.
Bnrnett. Mrs. J. O., res. 605 south
High street.
Barnett, John W.. cook, res. 420 west
Atlantic avenue.
Barnett. Joseph, prop. El Elmo sa
loon, res. over postofflce.
Barnett, T. A., res. 914 south Broad
way.
Barney, William H., passenger con
ductor, res. 808 Park avenue.
Barns. W. F., fireman, res. 717 East
street.
Barron. Rev. Cyprian, chaplain St
Joseph's sanitarium, res. same.
Barron. Rev. J. W., res. 819 south
Edith street.
Barron. Miss Nina, artist, res. 210
Stover avenue.
employe Alvarado
Burros, Susie,
laundry, res. 1104 William street.
Barrv. Mrs. Elizabeth (widow), res.
736 south Edith street.
Bartels, V. H., employe American
Lumber Co., res. 723 west Copper
avenue.
Barton, Louis H., clerk Jaffa Grocery
Co., res. 218 4 west Gold avenue.
Bass, Miss Buelah K.. res. 737 south
Edith street.
Bass. Edgar, prop. Broadway gro
cery, res. 737 south Edith street
Bassett. George A., lieutenant Albuciueroue lire department, res. 1013
north Eighth street.
Basil, Ellis E.. baker, rest Grand
Central hotel.
Baslnger. Heber. res. 217 north Walter street.
American
G., employe
Battistonl.
Lumber Co., res. 311 north Fourth
street.
operator,
Batzer. R. M . telegraph
res. 415 north Second street.
Bauer, John O.. bookkeeper Rio
Grande Lumber Co., res. 419 south
Edith street.
Baughn, Fred, laborer. res. 1007
north First street.
Baumann. Joe. machinist Santa Fe,
res. 915 south Third street.
Baumgartner, August, carpenter, res.
213 south Broadway.
Baxter, Fred A., miner, res. 609 west
Roma avenue.
Baylar. Joseph, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1025 north Eighth
street.
Beach, H. I., clerk Zelger's cafe, res.
408 south Fourth street.
Beck, Harry, machinist apprentice,
Santa Fe shops; res. SOI south
Fourth street.
Beck, Joseph, blacksmith Santa Fe
shops, res. 801 south Fourth street.
Beat, J. Arthur, city editor Albuquerque Evening Citizen, res. 312 south
Second street.
Beard. Miss Hettie. bookkeeper Wagner Hardware Co., res. 422 west
Coal avenup.
Beard. John T., storekeeper Alvarado
hotel, res. name.
Bearrup. Bernalillo, brakeman, res.
1012 north Second street.
Bearrup, Glen, res. 01 north Third
street.
Bearrup, J. II., mgr. Rio Grande
Woolen mills, res. X01 north Third
st reet.
524
res.
Leattle, George, painter,
south Second strert.
Beaubien, M. Jl , painter and paper-So- u
hanger,
res.
south Second
street.
carpenter,
llermidas,
Leauchamp,
res. 105 west Fruit avenue.
Whitney
plumber
Beauchamp, Win.,
Co., res. 105 west Fruit avenue.
mgr. Tessier's
G..
Beauregard,
A.
barber hop. res. 106 north Edith
street.
Btaven, John S.. prop. Clarkville Coal
yard, south First street; res. 827
north Fourth street.
Beaven. William, plumber Whitney
Co., res. 1010 snuth Arno street.
Btbber, Dr. Otto G., optician, 115
west Gold avenue; res. 914 East
street.
(Otto Bebbei,
'"
Bebber Optical
prop), 115 west Gold avenue.
Becker, Mrs. Anna, maid Alvarado
hotel, res. same.
Becker, E. II., dairyman, res. Fourth
street, north of city limits.
Bee Hive F. L. IVarce. prop), wall
paper and p.iints, 209 west Goll
avenue.
Beckham, L. P.. photographer, res.
1121 south i: litli street.
Eedlent, Mrs. Anna, res. 417 south
Walter street.
Bedient. Harry, ilerk, res. 417 south
Walter street.
Beebe, Lorenzo V
merchant re
1220 south Arno street.
messenger
A. T.
Btller, Jonas
-

north Hill street.
Belden, William, veterinary surgeon,
res. 412 south Edith street.
Bell, Miss Delia, res. 312 west Copper avenue.
Bell, Miss Florence, clerk Home bakery, res, 112 north Walter street
Bell, James E., prop. Silver Avenue
Livery barn, res. 1217 south Arno
street.
Bell, James L.. (J. L. Bell Co.),
plumber,
res. 724 north Second

street

Co., J. L. (J. I- - Bell. mgr).
plumbers, tinners and hardware
dealers. 122 west Gold avenue.
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Bell. Mrs. L. B.. res.
south
Broadway.
Bell. I S., employe American Lumber Co., res. 408 west Lea- - avenue.
Bell. Miss Mary, domestic, res, 11
north Walter street.
Bell, R. L., bell boy Alvarado hotel,
res. same.
Rellah, H. A., shoemaker, 411 west
Railroad avenue; res. same.
Bellamy, Miss Ella, waitress Alva
rado hotel, res. same.
r.cndle, George H., employe Bald-souridge Lumber yard, res. 316
Edith street.
Benedict, Glena E., carpenter Santa
Fe shops, res. 823 south Fourth
street.
Benedict, Mrs. Laura E. (widow),
res. 823 south Fourth street
Benedict, Roy M., apprentice Santa
Fe shops, res. 823 south Fourth
street.
Benham Indian Trading Co. (John
Lee Clarke, mgr), railroad avenue
and First street.
Benhue, Miss Elsie, clerk. Economist,
res. 917 north Second street.
Benjamin.
Mrs.
Caroline (widow),
res. 600 north Second street.
Benjamin, Claries M., salesman Chas.
Ilfeld & Co., res. 600 north Second street.
Benjamin, Harry (H. Benjamin A
Co.), merchant, res, 511 west Marquette avenue,
Benjamin, 11. & Co.. dealers in fur
goods. 114
niture and second-han- d
west Gold avenue.
Benjamin. Louis J., traveling sales
man Chas. Ilfeld & Co., res. 600
north Second street.
Benjamin,
Mary, bookkeeper
Miss
Welller & Benjamin, res. 600 north
Second street.
Benjamin, Sol. (Welller & Benjamin)
dry goods merchant, res. 415 north
Eleventh street.
Benjamin, Vincent, porter White Elephant.
Bennett,
nurse St
Miss
Francis.
Joseph's sanitarium, res. same.
Bennett, J. W prop, Curio store, 109
res.
Houcks,
north First street;
Bell,
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Bennett, Louis C, city salesman
Gross Kelly Co., res. 525 west
TIJeras avenue.
Bennett, Mabel, waitress
Alvarado
hotel, res. same.
Benson, Lloyd A., switchman, res. 308
west Santa Fe avenue.
Benson, G. A., railroader, res. 21S'i
west Gold avenue.
Benson, tl. A., res. 60K East Iron
avenue.
Berara, Antonla, res. 1319 Marble
avenue. ,'
Berardinelll, Mrs. H. (widow), res.
1101 north Second street.
Berger, Chas. J., clerk Highland grocery, res. 505 south Arno street.
Berger. M., prop, flour and feed
store, 114
west Copper avenue,
res. same.
B( rgman, Alfred, employe American
Lumber Co.. res. 32t', west Railroad avenue.
Berkholtz. William ('., switchman
Santa Fe, res. 703 tiuth
Arno
Mreet.
Herkoueh, I., dry goods merchant,
321 south First street, res. same.
Bernard, Charles E.. clerk American
Lumber Co., res. 21S south Walter street.
Berness, Sadie, waitress Alvarado hotel, res. same.
Berry, Mrs. Emma S. (widow;, res.
216 west Stover avenue.
Berry. Miss Nora, nurse St. Joheph's
sanitarium, res. same.
Kersell, Howard D.. bartender Ora- ham Bros. res. . 205 north Second
street.
Beswlck. Mrs. N. S., prop. I'aH.i de
Oro, 613 west Gold avenue; res.
same.
Hettinger. Miss Edith, nurse St.
Joseph's sunitarium. res. same.
Hetson. Miss T., res. 323 south Edith
street.
Pels. A. H.. mgr. Wm. Farr Co., res,
4 20 south
Edith street.
Beydler. Levi M., engineer Santa Fe
Hy., res. 512 south Arno street.
Bereinek's Jersey Dairy. 1902 north
Fourth street.
HldithH'ome,

Mrs.

Maggie,

riis.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN. WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

J. D. Eakla, President
O. Gloml, Vlc President.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

k0p avrylhlag la
west

Hook i outfit

tbt

tsttldlou bar eompltt
Hv bean appointed axclualva agenta In tha Southwrt Hr Jaa. t.
Sehlltx, Wm. Lamp and St. Lou A. B. C Brawerlea; Yellowatona,
I

Green Rlvar, W. H. McBrayere Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T. J, Hon.
arch, and other atandard branda of whlaklea to numarOua to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But ael! tha atrmtght article aa recelred by ua from the bet laerlee,
DlatlUeiieo and Brewerlea In the United Stat a. call and Inaaaet eu
Stock and Prlca, or writ for Illuatratad CaUloguo and ITlea fclat,
laauad to dealera only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
' Iron and Brasa Castinga; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Bhat-- .
,
Ing-aPulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts (or Buildings.
Ropmlro oh Mining mud mill Machinery m Upoolalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N Jl

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE
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CAT
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Ueer Hall l'lace of Recreation.

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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Prices

JOSEPH

I

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent

.

(Contluuetl Tomorrow
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WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN

liliiy,
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IterMr

Treniror.

Consolidated Liquor Company
It

122

north Broadway,
John, laborer, res. 1032 north
Eighth street.
Bigelnw, Mrs. Margaret A., mgr. Al- varadv newsstand, res. 702 east
Railroad avenue.
Bingham, James It., clerk St. Elmo
saloon, res. 1822 Barelas road.
Hlllard, Adolph. agent State Life Insurance Co., 28 Barnett bldg., res.
Savoy hotel.
Blllltigsley, Hugh S., employe White
Klephunt res. 606 west Silver uve- nue.
grocery and meat
Binkert Bros..
market, 1001 north Eighth street,
Hlnkert, John T. (Hlnkert liros),
grocer res. 1003 north
Eighth
street,
l.inkert. Thus. F. (Hlnkert Bros),
grocer res. Mountain road, between
Fifth and Sixth streets.
Bird, Wm., employe Et. Elmo, res.
217 H south Second street.
Blrney, II. L, res. (23 east Railroad
avenue.
Blrtman, Fred, machinist, res. 322
west Santa Fe avenue.
Bisbee, D. M., employe
American
Lumber Co., res. 802 north Fifth
street.
Hit. Ice, E., res.
High
613
south
street.
Blsmark, Fritz. employe Alvarado
hotel, res. same.
Hlttner,
J. I., collector and solicitor Colorado Telephone Co., res.
309 north Sixth street.
C. J. P.,
Mrs.
graduate
Bittner.
nurse, res. 309 north Sixth street.
Bittner, Clayton S., employe Blttner-WamFruit Co., res. corner Hall-roaavenue and Edith street.
,
Hittm-rDavis A., res. 120 south Waller street.
Hittner-StamFruit Co.. wholesale
fruits and produce. II'J west Sliver
avenue.
l'.lxler. A., railroad employe, les. 713
East street.
IJixler. T. W., laborer, res. 71 j East
street.

Cbu. Mellnl,

O. Bichech!,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ttOOMB
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SILENCE

mud-slingl-

5 ILLUSTRATION OF MAKING
THE MULTI MILLIONAIRE
g

BAT

mud-sllngl-

The United Mates has so many millionaires that
many even of tho magnate class nre unknown to the
general public. In the localities hi which they operate
to llr; nation their names
they may be
may be unknown.
Hut when a boy gets a Job at H.G00; hires another
boy to do the work for $500; uses the extra $1,000 to
pay his expenses at college and for Investment; graduates worth half a million dollars, and when he reaches
the half century mark has a monopoly of the ice business of four of th country's largest cities and control!
the coastwise transportation of the Atlantic seaboard
from Maine to Mexico he, even among the millionaire:,
Is what may be called ' no slouch."
This Is the history of Charles W. Morse, a padgy
gentleman who, next to himself, loves money more than
anything else In this world or than anything he can
hope for In the future worlds In which he may claim
citizenship.
His methods are not unfamiliar.
What he wanti
that he cannot buy he breaks If he can and then buys
the pieces. What he buys he bonds for enough to pay
the purchase price and then issues as much stuck ao
the enterprise will stand, keeps a controlling number
of shares, ami sells the rest to fat his own bank account.
When he got control of the ice supply of Now
York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore
and Washington he
doubled the price to the consumer, and before he had
to let go he was $12,000,000 richer. Yet at the highest
price he only charged 60 cents a hundred, and there
are cities where ice is no uncertain crop that an almost
equal price, and phort weights at that, has a familiar
sound.
Hut

this little, round, fat, oily man's great-:.-)achievement has been the purchase of every ship company, except those owned by a couple of railroads,
which are of consequence in the coasting trade on the
Atlantic. A man who can monopolize the ocean is quite
a flnuncial genius, though that is a genius which creates nothing but water.
'et the world will be no poorer, indeed rather
richer in virtue, when Morse dies. He has never increased the actual wealth of the country a dollar. Ha
has simply manipulated stocks and combined existing
Industries.
He has capitalized earning capacity anl
has reaped for himself the harvests from the Industry,
enterprise and creative courage of others.
Hig name
will la.t when he Is gone only as long as the paint on
his boats.
Duluth News Tribune.
t
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g MEANING AND METHODS OF
THE DEMENTIA AMERICANA
g
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UNIVERSITIES

it is generally known that the Carnegie fund for
tensioning retired teachers cannot be applied o teachers In state universities.
The Association of State Universities applied to President Prltchett, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who Is also the president of the Carnegie foundation.
The association made several strong argument:)
why the teachers in state universities should not be discriminated against in this matter, one of which was that
such institutions are thus placed at a disadvantage in
securing teachers, and another was that the state legislature cannot pension teachers without' pensioning all
classes In the state's civil service. Dr. Prltchett decided against the appeal of the Association of State Universities, but In so doing paid a tribute to these institutions which is as deserved as it is eloquent. After
speaking of them as the "organic head of a rational
democratic system of education, wholly free from de.
nominational control," he added.
"No one interested In education can repress a tlirii'
of exultation as he looks forward to the future of thc.
great state universities. They were started at a forstones
Their foundation
tunate intellectual epoch.
were laid when the battle for scientific freedom and
.scientific teaching had Just been won. They were dedicated by the pioneers who founded them In a spirit of
They are essenIntellectual and political freedom.
tially and in the broadest and simplest way democratic,
and the logical outgrowth of a democratic system of
public schools. It Is to this real democracy, to the fact
that they were founded not by a few men, nor by a
single man, but by the whole people of a state, that they
owe their greatest fortune, and no one looking into tho
future can doubt that they are to be among the most
democratic universities of our land, vying with the oldest and most famous Institutions of our eastern states
in a rivalry which we may well hope to see the noble
rivalry of the scholar rather than a rivalry of riches, of
buildings and of numbers."
One thing Dr. Prltchett said Is especially applicable
to New Mexico. He declared: "The real problem of
of the state. All other questions are secondary and un-the slate. Al lother questions are secondary and
of

Delphin M. Del m as, whose speech In the Thaw
case resemble nothing so much as drippings from
the pen of the author of "Dora Thome," coined one
happy phrase when he declared that his client suffered
from "dementia Americana."
"Dementia Americana" is the greatest obstacle t)
the enforcement of the law in America. Il Is a chronic
ailment of the mob, of a part of the press, of more
than half of the jurors and of many of the governors.
Persons suffering from it believe that a criminal has
the right to his life and liberty If he Is sufficiently interesting because of his wealth or prominence of the
dramatic quality of mere atrocity of his crime to
achieve what has been called "newpaperiety" iluvins
the couise of his trial.
It was ."dementia Americana" that aided in the
acquittal of a notorious woman who was charged with
having murdered her paramour In New York. It wa.i
"dementia Americana" that caused more than 100,000
American women to sign a petition to the governor of
Pennsylvania a year or two ago asking a commutation
of the death sentence of a brutish white woman wlpi,
with the aid of her negro paramour, had murdered her
husband. A little of It crept into Kngland the other
day, when clemency was secured for a criminal through
the efforts of u London newspaper using the "American" method of taking the "human Interest" side of
the argument and pleading the cause of the convicted
man.
"Dementia Americana" is not, as contended by Mr
Delmas, an affliction of
who are Justified
before tho Almighty for disregarding the injunction:
"Vengeance is Mine; I will repay."
The disease is one from which those surrounding
the criminal suffer, and by which the criminal profits,
and by which persons who contemplate
becoming
criminals are encouraged.
It Is this "dementia Americana" the Insanity
growing out of morbid interest in criminals that
makes members of what Is called decent society go to
auction and give large sums of money for souvenirs of
Stanford White In the form of sofa cushions and statuettes which adorned his lair in the tower of Madison
Square Garden.
This same "dementia Americana" would have come
to the aid of White If ho had killed Thaw instead
i
being killed by Thaw.
"Dementia Americana" is a dangerous factor in
the problem of the curtailment
of crime, especially
among women always the objects of solicitude to the
demented yellow press and among men whose debaucheries gain some plcturesqueness because of the
gilding of wealth or because the scenes are laid in the
under world of Paris and old castles of the Austrian
Tyrol.
Hut its effect is not
to such
eases Courier-Journaman-kille-

rs

According to the Clayton Citizen, stockmen in eastNew Mexico are wondering what they should do.
If the present rush of
to New Mexico
shall continue. This, of course, affects those stockmen
whose cattle or sheep have been running upon the free
public range. They are finding their pastures gradually
growing smaller. However, the leasing of public land-- '
and the purchased right to graze on forest reserves,
may meet the needs of many of this class. The stockman who owns his ranges need have no fears.
One
audi is quoted by the Clayton Citizen as saying: "When
00XXXXX)XX0X)OCKX)XKXK000OOi
my land becomes worth 112 or $15 per acre it is too
valuable to use for grazing purposes, and If the
5 EXTENT OF ROOSEVELT'S
of the grangers means that, I will welcome them with
open arms."
POPULARITY AND ITS CAUSE

ern

farm-seeke-

rs

four-colum-

According to the Sun Juan Democrat of leivnl date,
A. M. (Murk, of Iyiuls, Oklu., bought the Maple ranch,
if seventy acres, six miles north of Aztec, N. M., for
$10,000.
This is certainly going some, and then some
more; for the price lacked but $10 of being at the rata
of $143 per acre. H. M. Dullou, who sold the ranch,
did so because of failing health
Three years ago
bought the place for a little more than half the prions sold it for. San Juan Is a great country, ami
is proud of it. Ill fuel, Il is excellent In
will, water und people. The only possible objection to it is that some of the pe.ple up there m.iii
lo be swallowed iin and lout In Colorado.
Friendship is one of the most beautiful thing In
the world, and diveri-ioof the riglit kind is as necessary as eating and sleeping; but the friend who Interferes with your Hurk, the diversion that makes you forget your ambition, these are nothing but the pitfalls
that the world prepares so that men may be sifted, and
so that only those who deserve to win can climb finally
to the top of the ladder.
u
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BREAKS
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roscoe:

50,000 Pounds
OF

New Furniture

Received This WeeK
F. H. STRONG

(Continued.)
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The Cub's Corner I

STRONG BLOCK

We will now listen to a solo by the
Second Fiddle
"They've
entitled
Moved the city hall to build a sewer,"
or "There are Things That Little
Danny Needs Much More."

ati

-

Furniture
Glassware

&

The morning paper has discovered
a new Volcanic Island where great
gobs of fresh mud are heaved up
every day and It don't cost anything
to throw it.

"Its not here," said the tired, tired
reader as he laid aside the morning
paper.
"What Isn't here?" asked little
Danny.
"News."
"News."

said the

tired

Crockery
Rugs

REFRIGERATORS

reader,

0

It is a good thing that Attorney
Delmas received a large fee for defending Harry K. Thaw or he might
have entered
the vaudeville field
which Is already crowded, particularly
in New Mexico.

0

The

0

AUTOMATIC

Notice.
There will be a special meeting of
the Lemon Club tonight at the office
of the War Cry for the purpose of installing officers and to transact other
people's Important business. All lemons large and Bmall are respectfully
requested to be present The auxiliary order of the Plums will also meet
"in the shade of the old apple tree."
Refreshments free.
(Signed)
FRIDAY, the Mudslinger.
Whole Hunch of Lemons.
LITTLK DANNY, Keeper of the
Hlg Plum.

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

0

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
I
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WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

Llll ILII

UUIl

KACKLEY
"Flagstaff ain't Albuquerque," said
Ka Joyce, tho night clerk ut Sturges'
hotel, who resigned from that hostelry Monday, and left that nigth for
Flagstaff, Arizona, to accept a position with the Habbett Itros.. merchant of that place, as he took off his
coat at the hotel mis morning and
proceeded to start to work at his old
job.
"Ilidn t you like Flagstaff? asked
a friend.
"Like it! I should say not. One
hour's existence there was one hour
too much for me; so I took the next
train back to Albuquerque," answered
Joyce.
i
Subscribe for The I'ltUm nntl get
the news.

And as Little Danny placed his
linger In the crack, the door of reform was suddenly slammed shut
and

for Reform.
(Some novel little suggestions
Danny'a Hill of Fare.)
I'imhI

for
New York, who has
made quite a study of reform and reform methods claims it is all In the
sort of food administered to the patient under treatment. Some of the
following were culled from the big
volume .the expert has prepared, with
the belief that the morning paper
might find them useful in Maephcr-son'- s
whitewash campulgn;
Nervousness Chicken salad, hot
chocolate, string beans, turnips, roast
pork and Ice cream.
Cold feet Huckwheat
cakes, sausage, friend potatoes, shad roe , boilc
lobster with milk und lemons.
Talking in sleep Onions, garlic,
anchovies, one wrilmi of i.neii uin.
fence and clothes pins.
Reform graft Hread and water
with a long, long rest.
An expert

In

Hml

violeftt

The graft was easy

in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
&

Hatters

MTTT.K DANNY IHTTIIX.
reil

We arc the oldest firm of music dealers

The Albuquerque

0

RoMeM

THE TAILOR

I to Wtst Gold Avenue

Ami .Joyce C'nme Itnok.

Hats CIcuiiKtl ami mocked in
any Stylo Panamas a
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Fresned.
to
Attended
Orders
Promptly.
jr

hliio

the public too.

Ha. ha, ha. you and me,
Little Hrown Jug, how I love thee;
Just went down to Santa Fe,
(lot my share of reform you see.
Ha, ha, ha, you and me.
Little Reform, how I love thee.

Kt-prcu-

Corner

IrWCf

flnlrt Avt

would I were a little bird.
A
That chirruped all day long.
And twittered
through
the lemon
groves
Its merry little song.
Hut 1 alas am little Oan
At whom tho public, laughed,
block, per
Genuine American
The lemon grove I raised myself
And Friday got the graft.
ton
$.5
.t
$6.50
Orrlllos Lump
stands for Danny
$8.50
Anthracite Xnt
"l"
Roguish little cuss
$11.00
Anthracite mixed
"II" stands for reform.
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
Quito a little muss.
$9.50
sizes
"F" stands for Friday
tX)XKXX0O0XXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXW
$6.00
Clean Gas Coke
Man who made it pay,
WOOD.
"L" stands for lemons,
The two newspapers of New York that have been
Grcyn Mill Wood, per load
$3.23
Still they come his way.
testing the sentiment of the people toward President
"O" stands for gooil graft
Itoosevell are surprised at th,- - grip the president ha'
What the whole bunch drew.
&
W.
"M" stands for muddy mud.
on the common people.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
Phone 98
Friday
That
threw.
Little
Both
Phones.
The city of New Yolk has long held the center of
Then there's X Y Z, etc.
opposition to the president's policies und has failed t i
0
know the pronouno-popularity he enjoys In the counfunny thing happened
was
a
There
try at large.
the other night that looked like a
The coterie of financiers and politicians who in- lood story only It wasn't. I was
walking down south Fourth street on
trigue in vain in their efforts to discredit the reform my
way to my
after working
measures of the president have little knowledge of the (retty hard all room
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
day, trying to get
PER TON
$6.50
enormous strength behind him.
tome news for my column. I was
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
how nice It would be if I
The men. women and children of the county stand thinking paper
fellow's
in
other
the
lmidends
$6 60
Owned a
PER TON
and could tire the city
by Koosevelt because of what he has done for tin-- men editor
and make him work like he
pocket on the rent you are
women and children.
does me, when I noticed a little fat
paying.
man slipping along close to the fence,
The people know their friends.
Crowding
buildings
to
close
the
and
A small cash payment and
They delight to honor the president w ho is tlu acting awful queer. I reached for my
(20.00 a month will buy a 5
lirst who has had the courage to put the Interests of thd hiji pocket where I always carry my
men, women tuid cildren of his country before the In- Irjsty 22 pistol, but just then I saw
room house, with bath.
( policeman coming und i was sure
terests of grasping corporations.
!ad, too.
out
man
to
the
pointed
ArTCR MAY IS
The people know that Kooaevdt blusltri iome-imi.Clm and said that I'd bet he was a
REALTY CO.,
and sometimes makes mints, but thty knew rebber or something like that and
'd better arrest him and see if he
these mistakes are of the head and act of the aurt.
J. K. F.LDER, Armljo Building.
Ifdc't have a gun. The policeman
WllKX yor WANT IP E.VI UKI.t.
602 8OUTH FIRST STREET.
He says posithHy he w!l rst V it tUiiitn.
m
ami
then
at
a
said
minute
ck4
Well- -Ud, hew lorg hav you been in this
Dr. Williams' indiunPIW eat with enjoyment and kep well
urn fayhcTt?"
ftSt
I'rovide yourself with rolls or bread
win cure Itilna.
II II I PC
.3"oiiiiiehi
tc
ttrc.
wUe'ani(T
4
i
ana 1uMd
1
the beat kind, the kind we
II
I
K
U
.. t4 t.j a
nis party na
u.iu
a (ill. "you mean to tell
liulsori. the tumor
al'Ut
rX"
I
fresh every day. If you hav. n t bake
been
man who stands four
you've ren her that long and
tC SS&f?;?; JC'Siiu.. UiV K
1 'Ula)H tbc lUtlliptLnmc.ttu
In line with the wise ones. Order
a poulii e, i"iit
r
bv
len't bjhw wao that man is. slipping
man stands an even ahow f:e f
phone if you like.
t. I r. U il. iuiiis' In. liynlMuOiut-lu
in the
step
to
tryfig
I4 lircnar, il f.r P, I.. ui..l ,.!,.
litre
n'Bf
tlli't'.t
Hut if the reactl:ir:
J 1
;dlo .KV (
u-Inif ot ih private purls.
timat"
Ke.y box ia
PIONEER BAKERY,
.
who is not distinctly C3B)uim4 pf iv
I
hint, til." I
ui siiiru. 1V uruKlhUI, "7 UiMII oil rv
ltt
' 207
ftO train
ot
nj fl.oo. WiiLLKKF
P"lt prion.
gram he Is sure to be dcfeMed.
South First Street
"tfasl. 1M jn.t you wbe then for
,UMCTURING CI.. l'r'iv i. vclaila.
ought to know that's Little
The people are unalterably committed to an ef- ?u
nanny praiileing keeping In the dark
If you want reuu In
rX)R SALE BY 8. VANN ft SON.
fort to work out certain reforms that have been started.
MTertlitni.
that's all. He's harnilens." Just
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE tr aa Evuoleg miien want at
They will select for that Mdi'k the Attest Instrument another good story gone to tmash b.t Mexico City and return $10.25, April
CANDIES,
jr.ih
my
AT
WALTON'S DRUG
to May ltlh. Limit July SI..
that's
luck.
they can find.
KFFTS ;K1, COU ROOT
UEO
J. K. I'l'HUV,
STORE.
cue.
AT WALTON
imVU STOItK
I
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Nara, Visa, a new town in the southeastern part of
Union county, on the Hock Island, has a paper called
the Nara Visa New Mexican, which at Its last issue
eight-pag- e
weeks old. It Is a newsy,
pajwr. The following is a sample of its contents:
"W. T. Morgan says he will have lifty acres in cultivation this season. He now has ten acres of Indian corn
planted, .three-eightof an acre or Irish potatoes, si.
acres of orchard and 1,000 black locuts set out. Ho
will put in ten ucres more of Indian, tea acres of broom
corn and the bulanoe in maize, Kultir and sorghum. He
is also preparing thirty acres for hay land, harrowing
and rolling the ground."

-

IIOSOOE, THE ROOSTER.

tOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQaj

WILLIAM F. IUUMSAN,
Editor and BukIiipks Manage"

thun rllence
There I nothing more beautiful
Vnot have written eulogies of It. It haM been declared
golden. All over the world ."Hence has been often takei.
for (Treat wlndom. Wise, Indeed, Is the man who know.'
when and how to majntain silence. There I something
In silence as majestic as the (treat and unbroken stillThere are limes when
ness of the primeval forests.
ullence has accomplished what a flow of oratory has
tried In vain to do. Silence has been both the Kreate3t
weapon of offense and the greatest safegurd In time 'f
trouble. It has perhaps a greater and a deeper meaning than any other word In the English languuge. It is
something that the richest and the poorest of mankind
may employ, nnd none can take It away.
There are many beautiful examples of silence and
Take for Instance the morning
of what It has done.
paper. After Its bombastic campaign of
In Its own back ard, that pair now
and muck-rakin- g
employs the. only weapon of defense It has left silence.
There Is nothing more It can say. It has beslhned an 1
toesmlrched every one it could In any manner reach,
without having been able to attain Its unworthy ends.
It has called names, charged dishonesty, corruption,
graft and falsehoml whenever possible. In order tu forward Its own poor cause. It took refuge under u banrtform, and hiding behind the whli.
ner of
garments of morality. It cast Its slimy aspersions upoi
all who drew aside from the uncanny spectre. Il staked
everything to bolster up the cause It espoused the
cause which paid each and every man who enlisted In
its ranks with a public otlice, regardless of his fitness to
All this tho
conduct the business of the territory.
morning paper paraded before the public, as the devil
in the cloth of a monk kissed a crucifix.
Then the fake reform band of little Spartan grafters was exposed. It was shown up for what It was from
top to bottom.
The people would not believe In the
higher motives of Macpherson and his crowd.
The morning paper saw that it was no longer of avail
to wear the cloak of reform. It cast the garment aside
nnd took up the only weapon left which it might with
safety use silence.
It was Indeed a happy thought.
In this case it will not be taken for wisdom, except in
that It was wisely employed. It will not be taken for
majesty, for what majesty could be found In the situation In which the morning paper Is now found? It will,
indeed, be considered golden at least by the public,
lieautiful is Inadequate to express the relief the word
conveys as a cessation of the
which the
past six months have witnessed.
Silence is a democratic weapon In politics, and It has been wisely employed at this stage of the gnme by the democratic
morning paper.
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EVENING

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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10 per cent.
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FOR CASH ONLY
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SUIT I7AS FILED TODAY
DATING

BACK

III TOWN FOR

30

EVENING CITIZEN.
BILL"

CHARGED

ROSSI

WITH ATTEMPTING

WESTfALL

IS

THINGS IN

DOING
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A svtt was filed In
the district
court this afternoon which dates bach
to tfce time when Ponce de Leon M
governor general of the Spanish province of New Mexico. The plaintiff
In the petition are:
Juan N. Sanches. Carmellta Mon-tan- o
de Garcia, Pedro Sanches, Felix
Tafoya, Amado Chaves, Drlneo L.
Chaves, Maria Sanches de Martinez,
Melquladea Ranches, against the unknown heirs of Fernando Duran y
Chaves, deceased, and all unknowu
owner of the real estate hereinafter
described.
The plaintiffs, with the defendants,
are the real owners of a tract of
land known as the Atrlsco land grant,
containing 87,728.72 acres of land,
granted to Don Fernando Duran y
Chaves on October 28, 192, by Don
Dingo de Varjas Zapate Lujan, Ponce
de Leon, governor and captain general of the province of New Mexico.
The designated tract was placed in
the possession of Don Fernando
Duran y Chaves on October 19, 1701.
The above grants were confirmed by
the United States court of private
claims on September 4, 189. A num
ber of persons are living upon the
tract and the heirs and rightful own
ers desire that they be compelled to
evacuate and the land given to the
real owners, who are the heirs tyiu
descendants of Don Fernando Duran
y Chaves.
Attorney Alonjso R. McMillen Is
the attorney for the plaintiffs.
The Atrlsco land grant mentioned
in the petition Is bounded on the eant
by the Hlo Puerco, on the west by
the Klo Puerco, on the north by a
line drawn from the Klo Grande op
posit e liarranca de Juan de Perea,
west of the crest to a point two
leagues south of the center of the site
of the old town of San Fernando,
thenoe west to the Rio Puerco, and
on the south by a line running west
from the K1o Puerco along the northern boundary of land of Captain
Antonio Roca to said crest or Cera
del Rio Puerco.

Frank Rossi, a well known young
man. was arrested last night by Policeman Rabbett, upon complaint of
Fred Vaughn, an employe of the
American lumber mill, who said that
Rossi had attacked him near the
Uadaracco saloon, on Third street,
with the intention of robbing him.
Rossi said 4hat Vaughn was drinking In the saloon and setting up the
drinks to everybody, ami that when
he started for home he fell from a
street car and skinned up his face.
Vaughn said that when Rossi knocked him down his face was bruised.
upon
Rossi asked for his release
bond, which was fixed at $15 by
Judge Craig, and the case was continued until 5 o'clock this afternoon.
The case against Antonio Arlmljo,
charged with leaving his horse untied
In front of the Sturges hotel, was disJUDGE PENDLETON
missed by the court.
last
Jose G. Martinet, arrested
night for being drunk and asleep on
GETS
the streets, was assessed $5 by Judge
Craig, which Martinez could not pay,
so the street gang was
Increased
A
is to be held on May one man.
15 in the case of Judge Granville Pen
dleton, of Aztec, San Juan county,
who some three months ago was
charged by several citizens of northern New Mexico with unprofessional
conduct in connection with his pracThis
tice before the land office.
hearing was ordered by the land
commissioner upon a report made to
him by Special Agent F. C. Dezen- Pending the hearing Judge
dorf.
Pendleton, who Is one of the best
known lawyers In his section of the
territory, remains under suspension.
On account of the judge's promi
nence the decision of the commissioner Is awaited with general interest.
The friends of the suspended lawyer
claim that the charges are the result
of political enmity.

POPULAR VOTE
FOR NEW

65;

-

The only and original "Bill West- fall, who Sunday gave about 400
pleasure seekers a sample of broncho
busting at Traction park that was
nothing short of a real burlesque,
has made his appearance at Trinidad,
to the following
Colo., according
story In the Trinidad Advertiser:
(Only "BIH has changed his name)
"William Dudley Westerfeld, ad
vance representative of a wild west
show, while on his way to Colorado
Springs from the south Monday af
ternoon, stopped on In Trinidad between trains to satisfy the Inner man
with meat and drink. He paid a call
to the Bill Jones saloon on the north
side, and found the place crowded
with patrons. While he drank at the
bar, he laid an ornate and costly pair
of shaps down on a chair In the front
room: when he had finished
his
draught, he returned for his leg covering and was astounded to find them

BUSINESS

GOOD

HERE

Go-Ca- rt

In Now Mexico.

Program.
Serenade from Opera Comigus
( irchestra
2.
Variation, "Carnival of Venice"
Violin
I.... Prof. DIMauro
3.
Selection from Travlala, llano
Four Hand
Frances and Clarence Bothe.
4.
Overture. "Poet and Peasant..
Orchestra
.
Solo for Harp
Mrs. DeWolf
6. Violin Solo, Piano Accompani
ment. "Melody from Ruben- steln"
Miss Bertha Lochs and Miss Bertha
Wardwell.
7. Selection from Martha, Violin
and Piano
Edith and Ray t.oebs.
8. Selection, "Lucia dl Ia
Mar- moo,"
Orchestra
9.
Mr. Kills
Trombone Solo
10. Romance "El Trovatore" Piano
Miss Bachechl
11. Selection from Rlgaletto 11 an o
Miss Badaracco
12. Selection from "El Trovatore"
Violin and Piano
Miss Bertha
Wardwell and Emit
Coulodon.
13. Overture from Zampa

are
WE-ters

1.

go-car-

3--

ALBERT FABER'S

FRUITFUL FIELDS
"Willi the right class of American
farmers and possibly a large number
of German farmers, anif the proper
irrigation facilities, the Rio Grande
valley-- , adjacent to Albuipterque would
be a veritable paradise; in fact, a riv
Angeles," remarked A. Bor
al to
ders, the local undertaker this morn-

1
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GROCERY
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AND

I

Meat
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N. H. ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler
Bring me your watches, clock! and Jewelry for repairs.

J Watch Inspector A. T.

WHEN
book.

The Citizen's popular street naming
contest has met with the approval of
the people. Though the contest was
Just opened last night. The Citizen's
mall this morning contained a large
number of communications and cards
from people who care to express their
sentiments concerning the changing
the name of the city's most prominent street. It will be noticed that
the name of State street has been
.nlilecl to I he list of favored names,
and with the suggestion comes a vote
for this name. Rio Grande receives
one vote, while three communications
mine favoring no change at all .

H.' McCAULEY,

Chief

Coiiimimlcut ions.
Citizen, City.
Gentlemen: Let us not lose this
opportunity of
Railroad
avenue. We will never know how atIt
has been
rocious the name is until
gone a year. Main street Is not
enough better to warrant the change,
Please count this as one vole for State
street at least until something better
Is suggested.
F.vcuing

"II."

is Easy

when you come here for GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS.
Whether you are preparing
we
for feasting or frugality
will make it worth your while
to call. Let these items testify.

Approved

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

For Saturday
April 20th
can

l"ic

can

Jams,

Sunflower

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand,
Order Early.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection: Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. ,

Elks' Opera House;

1907

Third Annual Play University
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The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

MERRY WIVES

NEU

YOU
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McKKB.
Mayor.

telephone
The
preserves)
your health, prolongs yoor
and protects your home,

TELE PHONE IN YOUR IIOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

WINDSOR
KTI
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Across our Counters

m

there never passes a single article fsr
which we have to apologize. We sir
always aure of the kind of

Well Chosen
CoHtnmlng Effective
Stnse Setting- - Appropriate

Groceries we Handle

3

'They cannot get Into this store nnla
they come up to our high standard.
.So when we pass them on to yon w
can count on your approval. Nobody
buys here Just once.
They always
come again.

..OUR..
CONSTANT

AIM

622-02- 4

The following is a
ple of our prices:

FI"

tint

i

clu'up;

liii:ire

fcood

rof,

U'mmI

-

lUJIft.'

T

wO00X3wOwOOwOwOw

J.

C.

rTJ3

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Covers more, looks

PAINT

S

tha longest, most economical; full measure.

best, wears

BUILDINO
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. Lime, Cement
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AI.Iil'gl'KRQl E, NEW BIKX.

Mgr.

rent,
viell, etc.

MITjIj
PliAJTCNGTtfTI

TMITW

Ave.

ltiic

SCREENS

SUPERIOR
SRR OUT?

Highland Livery

Telephone 206
To-ri'.nu-

U.

eu8tern-mad- e

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company
Marble

M.VTTECCCI BROS.
W. Tijeras Ave.
I'boM

Door screens as feirong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as atrong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

sam-

California tomatoea, large cans 10c
ljui C'ruces tomatoes
12 Hie
New York Sfate DUiuer Tarty
ISrand, large cans
15c
None better at any price.

315

Grocery Co.

l00000XX000X)0

at a

less price than you can
buy them any other place.

MOM Km H. WARD.

d

The Champion

Is to sell good goods

)arl

w

Convenience - Comfort - Security

of New Mexico

FRANK MrKEE,

play ball, shinny, or any such kind
of game whatever, or to throw snow
balls, stones, rocks or any kind of
missies whatsoever in or upon any
public street In the 1ty of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Sec. 2. Any one violating the provisions of this ordinance snail be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
Evening Citizen.
be
shall
Dear Sir: As a taxpayer and husl upon conviction thereof
ness man, I do not see the need for fined In a sum not less than one coldoltwenty
changing the name of Railroad ave- lar and not more than
nue at all. Do not think the name lars,.
Sec. 3. AH ordinances and parts
cuts much Ice anyhow. You may reg
ister this as one for no change at all. of ordinances in conflict herewith
are hereby repealed.
A READER.
Duly passed this l"th day of April.
1S07.
Evening Citizen.
Approved:
To the Editor:
Who started this
FRANK MrKEE.
talk of changing the name of Rail
Mayor.
I don't see
road avenue anyhow?
any reason for It and believe that we
Attest:
HARRY F. LEE.
ran worry along with the old name
City t'lerk
and not suffer anything In business
or otherwise.
i: NO. 371.
OIllHNANt
SCRSCRIBEIC.
inIing
ordinance No.
An ordinance itiiH
NATION M ARBITRATION AND
PEACE CONt.RE.SS DINNER lie it or.lalne.l b th- 'ity t'ouncil of
April 17. The nation
New
tile t'ity of Aliiuiuenjue,
al arbitration and peace congress
Mexico:
hold a dinner tonight In this city, to
Section 1. That ordinance No. 369
Roosevelt was In- bo amended by MxInK the amount to
which President
vited, but had not been able up to be received by tho dug catcher at 20
the i, resent to make sure that he cents on every dollar received from
could attend. The committee
that registration fees for registering dogs,
presented the invitation to the presi- and one dollar f r every dog killed
Carnegie,
were
Andrew
dent
by the said dog catcher.
of State Foster, Justice Brewer,
and
Sec. 2. That ull ordinances
Professor Ki ss, of Cornell university, purts of ordinances In conflict hereand Robert Erskine Ely, secretary of with are hercbv
the . executive committee of the con
Mrs I'.lli day of April.
Iuly
gre-iIi)t7.
Approved
lirst-clu-'-

Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Pfopmtot
1Jncl3r"

Tuesday, April 30,

lbuquerque, New Mexico.
M and 75c
Be it ordained by the City Council of Ailinishion
lU'Ncrvetl scab on Hale at Matron's
the City of Albuquerque, New
0
Saturday,
a.
27.
April
lifter
in.
Mexico:
or perSec. 1. That no person
sons shall be allowed or permit teu to

Editor, Tlie Evening Citizen:
Dear Sir: I would like some one
through the columns of
your valuable paper why we ought
to change the name of Railroad ave
nue at nil.
SirUSCRIHKK.

l'lace Your

Open Day and Night.

:

Attest:
HARRY F. LEE.
City Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO. 372.
An ordinance prohibiting the playing of games, and the throwing of
missies upon the public streets of A-

w

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

ioe

per
ioe
I5e
per

cans Standard Corn....
lSc Pork and Beans,
can
0o
15c Force, per pkg
luo
Silk. Diamond C,
Dover or
White Eagle Soap, 8 bars
for
25c
We also have all kinds of
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables,
Strawberries, Tomatoes, Sweet
Potatoes, etc.
2

Tomei & Brothers

"9 F.

20c Blackberries, per can.l.V'
20c Plums, per can
15c
15c
Preserves, per
Griffins

to tell me

urrlaue
ally. First ami Tl'cras. has secured
the services of a
'and Kuuritiili'
orl. or no st).

recorded
you pay all bills by check, your business
Each Item shows for Itself. There In a cor- record of all receipts find expenditures In your baa

Mayor.

-

West Gold Are.

The Bank of Commerce

Cash Specials

107.

Kditor of The Citizen:
You said "make it short and to
point." Here are my views on Chang
ing the name of Railroad avenue. Rio
Grande avenue sounds good. It is
good and ought to be the new- name.
I think that the name of the avenue
should be changed and signed a petition presented by Colonel Sellers to
have it named Main street. However,
I think Rio Grande avenue Is better.
I also like several other names suggested and woulu not rare much
which one was adopted.
A TAXPAYER.

10

And Economy Certain

Q. M.

OKDINAM i; NO. 3KO.
An ordinance requiring the owners or
occupants of property in the City
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, to
keep the premises free of refuse,
debris and rubbish of all kinds.
lie it enacted by the City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico:
Section 1. That all owners, tenants
or occupants of property In the City
shall
of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
keep the said property clear and free
from ashes, tin cans, debris and rubbish of every kind and description.
Sec. 2. Any one refusing to comply with foregoing provision shall,
upon conviction thereof, oe fined In
the sum of flvo dollars, or Imprisoned for a period not to exceed five
days, or by both such fine and imprisonment at the discretion of the
court.
Sec. 3. All ordinances and parts
of ordinances in conflict herewith
are hereby repealed.
Duly passed fills 1Mb day of April.

1

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have posHlret
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

40

.

A."

S. F. R. R.

Puts System Into Your Business

901 South Edith

Phone

&

A Checking Account

Market

Marketing

ing.

utruttrttttll

i

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

A. BORDERS FAVORS

V

I

t,

orchestra

"From small experiments It lias
been proven that the country
near
NOW IS THE TIME
his city Is as fine a class of farming
Is
as
anywhere
land
in
found
the
TO HAVE YOUR SAY United States. But the great detriment
to the value of the land Is the Inadequate Irrigation facilities.
"With plenty of ditches all over the
4Y To
The Evening Citizen:
present deserts and sand hills It would
I favor the following name for
be no time before the population of
Railroad avenue
Bernalillo county would ho trebled.
People that settle in western countries
Name of voter
admire tlowers, trees' and vegetables
and when these things can be grown
here profitably then Albuquerque will
become a great city."
Address of voter
Don't fall to attend the M. E. tea
tomorrow afternoon or evening.
OFFICE CHIEF QUARTERMASf Remarks
TER. Denver, Colo., April In, 1907.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will bo
received here and ill office of the
Quartermaster at such post below
named, until 11 a. in., May 15, 1D07,
The following names for Railfor furnishing corn, oats, bran, hay
road avenue have been suggest- - f and straw or bedding hay, required
ed:
during the fiscal year ending June 30,
e 108, at Fort Apache, Fort Huachuca
Rio Grande Avenue.
Main Street
and Whipple Barracks, Ariona; Fort
Central Avenue
Logan and Denver, Colorado; Fort
University Avenue.
Itayard and Fort Wingate, New Mext
Alvarado Avenue.
ico; and Fort Douglas I'tah. InforAlbuquerque Avenue
mation here or at offices of respective
State Street.
post quartermasters. Envelopes to be
I No change at all.
marked. "Proposals for Forage at .

nue-eanti-

s

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, 8
inch wheels, 8 rubber tires. Trice $3.00

After Concert, Dance.
Tickets on sale at Matson's, begin"During .the short time Mr. West ning Monday morning, and at Colomerfeld was In the saloon, some thief bo hall night of the 17lh.
had quietly walked up and approprio
ated the handsome shaps unto his
To Chicken rv.ter.
own uses. They were of heavy tan
Mausard'i
Mills are selling good
leather, trimmed with the usual drap
ery Westerfeld valued them highly wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
and would like to get on the trail
Breed your mare to the best tro'.-tln- g
leading to their recovery as soon as
stallion in New Mexico.
219
possible. The police were at once no Copper avenue.
tified and are making a thorough Investigation of tho sleight-of-han- d
iirKHAii:
which enabled the purloiner to make
a
with the booty literally day.For Mr. Lavelle's ball, next SaturDancing
and refreshments free.
under the eyes of Its owner.

What Would You Like to Have
Railroad Avenue Called
In the Future?

7V

headquar-

forGo-Cart-

gone.

NAM E

Neatly Printed Cards In the Windows
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
of All the MuslncHS Houses ltcar
Welcome, Message to Visitor
Col. Sellers Stirring Up Something to Keep the Town
The following quotations were reMoving Kvcry Day.
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
ever their own private wires from
Col. D. K. It. SelIrrepressible
The
New Tork. Room 87, Barnett build- lers, the successful real estate
man.
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
was again in evidence today when
printed
some one hundred neatly
New "YorK Stocks.
cards began appearing In the windows
1 22
May cotton
of the business houses of Albuquer93
Amalgamated Copper
que bearing this plain but truthful
1 31
message:
American Smelters
37
American Car Foundry ....
"JiusiiirsH Is Good Here."
3
Atchlsoa mm
The colonel has not had an Idle
61
Anaconda
moment since he returned to AlbuBaltimore and Ohio
94 querque and snys he does not Intend
68
Hrooklya Rapid Transit . . .
to have one if he can help It. The
1 5
Canadian Pacific
first thing he did was to start the
35
Colorado Fuel
talk about changing the name of
13
Chicago Great Western . . . .
Railroad avenue. It looks as though
23
Krle
the change would be made. Then
73
Missouri Pacific
he discovered that some
21
...
, Mexican Central
person while in Albuquerque . had
61
National Lead
made the statement that business was
1 18
New Tork Central
slow. The colonel started out among
1 23
Pennsylvania
the business men with the result that
1
Heading com
U54 he verified what he had ulready rea
21
Rock Island coin
son to know was true business was
1 32
St. Paul
never better. The little cards In the
81
Southern Pacific
windows of the business houses re21
Southern Railway
sulted.
1
4C
Tennessee Coal
"Its the truth." said the colonel.
1 Si
Union Pacific
"I only want the people who visit here
36
II, S. S. com
to
know that business is good. Then
1 00
V. S. S. pfd
too, I want to give us something to
15
Greene Cananea
talk about besides our troubles if we
1 57
Calumet and Arizona
have any. Something doing every
53
Old Dominion
day that's what we want here and
N6V6
North Butte
what we have always had. Let's keep
13
Nipisslng
It going. 1 m going to start something
Total sales 728, S00.
else right away, if I get licked for it.
Keep the whole town busy that's
Summary of Condition.
what we want.
17.
New York. April
American
1
per
strong
to
cent
in
liondou
storks
above parity.
Copper storks in London all active
and higher, with Klo Tintos leading.
Adolph Lewinsohn resigns
ire
While, en route to her Lome
presidency of Metal Exchange.
at
Boston and Montana dividend meet' .Schnectudy, N. Y., from California,
ing today.
on Sana Fe passenger train No. 4.
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Fred Vaughn Says That Rossi Thief Swipes Yellow Shaps
While Bill Buys a Drink.
Knocked Him Down.
Bound for Springs.
Wanted Money.

Col. C. W. Greene, of New York
city, the head of the Consolidated
Copper company of Mexico, and In
terested in various railroads ana
panned
mines In the southwest,
through Albuquerque this morning, en
route home from a tour of his prop
erties in Mexico. Colonel Greene was
asleep while In his private car "O. C.
C." during the few minutes the train
stopped In the city.
A Citlsen reporter gained entrance
to the car when he was stopped by
two husky porters who announced
"Colonel Greene Is asleep ana
doesn't want to be awakened. Thems
his orders and we have to obey them.
No, sir, you can't see him." Rang,
closed the car door.

Folding

COIOMIIO IIM.I,, APRIL 17.
Prof. HI Ms tiro and u Well Selected
Orchestra of fifteen Pieces, Including Mr. Blonilin. Ccllolst. and Mrs.
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thought.
tin some ngnln
made them marry. I nursed
m
misery, when a baby girl was
My husband often
born to ihem.
Came to i e me, but I could not feel
the same to him. and this made him
Can you believe it.
Very unhappy.
I was happy that
he suffered? Two
years after the mother eame to see
It was
me. sin bTOUCht her baby
Wry Weak and she. loo. was so deliIf
looked
Allah WOTS
as
cate she
calling lo her. When it was time
for hot In go. she could not go
nor did I wish her to. I loved her.
So many things eame to me to make
told my hus-- i
me happy,
When
e would II vs together he (ell
ami
to his knees and cried. Then Allah
milked me for his own I traveled
My children
the road of sorrow
were taken from me. Never again
could I come buck to life's Joys. As
knew my lord
the years went on
was lonely
There was no Joy for
him in life and the second wife was
one night when the wind
delicate
thought of my master
bleu chill
all alone, and I thought then of my
So
found our beautiwickedness
Now In old age she
ful DJtmlah.
was Its
our
have happiness.
DJImlah's daughter is In my heart
Blld tells me that Allah has forgiven
mo for my selfishness."
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J. k n i aaugh has traveled nil the Introduction to her Brother at Kanlaughed, a rippling silvery laugh
way from Korea lo Missouri to get sas City.
rather
frwn Dcmetrji Vnkn Brown llrxt ihal smacked of merriment
a carload of "tiff." a mlra-llk- e
formr tif tin irre.il liiipiiltiess of than mockery While she hii me
Kavanaugh
reached K.m
mation found in luge quantities In sasWhen
the TiirHifh harem, in lime io "think it over."
IV -women
City
Instead Charley
Hie
lead
and sine fields of Missouri Perry, who hesentmet,
ihut mnn whs made for
most refined women
k belief
of
him
"Some
the
with
letter of
and Kansas, and In doing so has de- Introduction to Judson Jonesa at
v
"I of Turkey are not educated perhaps
she ipoKl OSKUhII
Webb
veloped a new Industry.
Tstkey,
and
of
no
woman"
city. Mo., and lesrnlng from him
r
in Ihe American sense," continued
Kavanaugh Intends In use ihe tiff thai tiff was more plentiful In the
the conviction came Miet Mis Brown, "yet they are Intelll-K- i
at
In making Idols ami seals for
mlghi be found ttn keynote
Ihe mines al Joplin and Galena. Kas..
ni. and I tell you they are happy
a thf inn rnnditlotie exlettni under I don't think Amerlenn education abKoreans.
than lu Webb ( 'itv he wont there to
IDaropc
tiw- - fins nf tin
Man
of
siik
or tiff.
A few months ego Kavanaugh was secure a carload
solutely necessary to happiness.''
When II
9nr ' the existence of the "new
employed by the emperor of Japan goes out It will hi the first shipment
Is
"Bill what of advance, there
n lint
enn carrj with
to
of
manage
this
of
the mines over
a big coal mine In Korea.
the slave
nothing more pitiable
urtit iin existence of dlecontent. wlio loves ids chains. than
Whlb thus employed he noticed that made.
of poIf
omcd certain th.it inquiry nwl tentiality, of opportunity.'WhatConsider
i very
a
constantly
Korean
carried
KavanaUgh'g
knowledge of the tiff
ml tin secret RtlSSI'y BJld Ikiik- - Mr. rtockefeller once a poor boy,
small god and a linkv seal to ward found In California caused him
to
o( n eerl takes multitude ol poor miserably poor.
off disease und disaster
every
of
Stop
Look
he
what
has
there
Investigate.
lo
It Is. he
m nnsi'
hearts are accomplished under our educational
iip creatures
kind. Then what he believes will he says, unedited
to
the making of
g money making scheme was formed
ami wounded and wttoM Uvea
ou
Korean Idols and seals, because It
and theri an- women
are biHsiiii b) thi- - pemtclooi aoctal system,
in his mind. He determined to sup- crumbles too easily, and Is so brittle
in life
know
who
done
much
have
of the Turk, surely human
ply the demand for Korean gods.
thst It cannot be fashioned Into the
cnnlil not be st Widely illf- - hi re."
II is better hi have
"1
Kavanaugh studied the require- popular shapes to command the fasdon't
Ihlnk
i in different parte of the enrth; a system
day
that permits a
laborer
ment of the people in regard to ma- tidious Korean Idol purchaser.
The
efy, deaplte environment, dMplte to raise himself
to be a despot ratlV'i
terial and wearing qualities.
He great requirements of the idol, within
irrowtn of n Belief accepted as h than one which keeps the
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Itself,
says,
a
it
he
is
laborer
a
learned
that
must
anything
be
that
would
almost
tirr of courae ami Implanted den- - laborer all his llfe do you?"
do for a Korean god that was glit- pretty bauble, be fairly well shaped
.rmfWuiii ri ml generation
tinn. there
deprove
a
tering in appearance like glass, and. and have
"But he might not
qualities, beKtin muMi cxi.n. in Turkey women spot!"
having traveled extensively, decided cause the Korean god Is worked over-linan- moved bj the eame passions,
might
subjected
he
SUCCeSS
"And
coin
tiff
mil
and
lo
fill
thai
bill.
all kinds of
the
would
ito- - aiw love as their American ami lie might
grow
He wag on the point of starting to abuse, The Korean, he adds, Is perrich.
The
sh ."Inters. It could not be that 'unspeakablesimph
Turk win tell you that
California, where he once lived, and fectly contented to replace a broken
f!iiK of jealousy Is utterly
Allah made man for quite s different
wher the new tiff could be found In Idol with another purchased at the
Hint the desire for sole pns- - purpose,
me;
BUCCei
and
the
abundance, when he met a woman shop counters, but those that are
that
of a sliiKle love Is utterly mi attainment of His will.'
0000XXXXJOOCXJOOOOOOOOOOCj missionary engaged In teaching the made of destructible materials a re
en.
For there must be young
How She Views Oin M stem.
Koreans to abandon Idol worship and not in great demand because of the
Slow the Kansas sun was setting
ami old women ami pretty
women
do
"Bill
these
adopt the Christian religion.
ad"
This continuous expense they entail.
and homi ly women, and w o- o'er the wheat fields far away.
very
they
sweet
have
And
"Tea
lonary is Miss Mary (iglesby. forMr. Kavanaugh proposes to ship a
Streaking
fhnl he jfood by nature and those literature of their own
cobwebs.
with
all
the
air
Many of
merly of Knnsas City, whose brother carload of tiff to I'lngyang. where he
At the close of one hot day.
be had from choice.
li a roommate of Charley Perry', emthem an- clever writers. They don't And
was
locnted. and where Miss (Iglesby
Its last rays kissed tin fore- ployed In the Fred Harvey
11cl lYoin a Mai mm
jam their heads full of Henry Jameshouse at unwittingly
aided his idol building
heads
e
es and I, aura Jeneses. of course, hut
II
wnicil Inrrertlhle that a
the
City
Kansas
union depot, and plan, and there establish a factory to
a man and maiden fair.
could be eunlly divided realh they are not to be blamed for He ifwith
by
employed
Harvey.
himself
Withmanufacture little gods and seals.
whiskers short and frowzy.
The Ruropean literature shocks
OlM al least that
n four wives.
explaining his purpose he told He has no lack of confidence in the
with red and glist'niiig hair. out
tin- young woman why he w is going financial success of the undertaking,
find the greater favor and that them. They can see nothing hut HeShe
with shut Jaws stern and silent. away, and that he was In quest
should not bring about misery wickedness in the American woman
of ami aspects, If the first shipment
She with lips all cold and white.
for, they say. does she not force
a longing for a happier life apto keep back the murmur. a supply of tiff. She told him of the proves profitable, to regularly export
Struggled
all sorts of vice by refusing to aled utterly preposterous.
to
tiff
be
in
lead
zinc
found
the
tiff from this district to his Korean
and
"Towsei must be tied tonight."
Some Idea of Mrs. Brown's right low her lord to obey the will of
district, and gave him a letter of
god factory.
Allah.
at bearing on this subject of Tur
She wants her husband to
yet
be gathered from the fol- - love her und her home.
she "Papa," slowly spoke the maiden.
in
"I am almost seventeen,
drives him to desertion ami deceit."
facts:
e
Wfrxt, she conns from an old (Jri.k
"Is the 'new woman' well received And I've got a real lover.
Though he's rather young and
in Turkey
lamily. Then she was born In Tur-toIs she growing?"
green.
on the largest Island of the
"If you believe her, she Is, Just as
antls. Her entire childhood was If you believe the suffragette, she, But he has a horse and buggy
And a OOW and thirty hens.
In Turkey, where she had too. Is growing.
She makes some
among the Turkish noise, and creates a sort of sensa- Boys that start out poor, dear papa.
mj mentis
Make the best of honest men.
ami saw much of the life of tion among those who like the exharem.
Moreover her mingling citement of the moment, but she But If Towser sees and bites him.
OwOJOwOwXJOwOwOwXJOwX3rj
Fills his heart with sudden fright, mDmJ9090909Cm0903B0909090
among the lust and most In has no footing, and she cannot have
tonrrtunl clans, her father being in because she has no sound ground to He will never come again, pa;
Towser must be tied tonight."
Ito government employ. Her first stand on."
vmt to America was at the age of
Ken l urk. .
Ito
IX. when
he sought the "land of
"I take it you an
m sympathy "Daughter," Irmly spoke the farmer.
ito; free" to escape the necessity of with the woman's not
Every word pierced her young
suffrage move- js distasteful marriage.
And at that ment."
heart
Haaae she had received degrees from
a carving knife through Chicken
"Not al all.
if we are to go to
ltoi University of Athens, and the (lie polls and bother about politics
As It hunts a tender part.
Ssrbonne. in Paris.
Here, in Now ami all that sort of thing, who Is "I've a patch of early melons,
for some time she was on the going to raise the babies" It would
Two of them are ripe today,
-tutorial staff of a (Sreek newspaper, la VOI do to have us vote for war, Towser must he loose to watch tln in,
AUmntls, and then she became
a and then not take our part in the
Of they'll all be stole away.
wacher in the Comstock school, liglu
Then there are so many of us I have hoed them late and early.
wtorc she remained employed until
so many more than the men
we In dim morn ami evening light.
Arr marriage to Kenneth Urown in Should be In the majority and govern Now they are grown I must not lose
MM
Mrs. Brown has just returncountry.
the
them,
and I'm afraid that
ed from visiting Turkey, .whose
To wee r 11 not be tied tonight."
would be an awful thing.
domestic customs she observ"The seemingly logical arguments
ed with new eyes in the light of her and the wonderful views of the new Then the old man ambled forward.
American experience.
Her relation woman of Turkey show clearly what
i Ipened
wide the kennel door.
woman'.-- - viewpoint, an amazing Influence environment and
f d the Turkish
bounded forth to meet him.
the life stories of her several custom have on life. The new Turk- Towser
As he oft had done before,
YteodH who are married to one
d
ish man Is totally
He Is And the farmer stooped ami loosed
are at once refreshing, thought nothing more than different.
dethe
Turk
of
him
tml and Instructive. Inasmuch as thev pravity.
He has discarded his reFrom the dog chain short
and
an entirely new light on what ligion, and he finds
delight
In
his
stout.
erto has been generally under- - parading French anil other women To himself
he
softly
chuckled.
and written about the methods of lax character in public, much to
Hello, Osgar!
"Bessie's feller must look out."
wad manners
of the "unspeakable the general disgust.
HI lo!"
"HI II, Adolf!
He is gener-Sll- ) But the maiden at the window-SaTwrk."
shunned.
"Iss
And usually he dies
dot you?"
the cruel teeth show while
Xou Women in Turkey.
quickly.
Drink
"Vait, I vlll look. Vess."
kills him. The In an undertone she murmured.
charming
The
"Vot do you vent me to ask you ."
conversationalist Turk is not used to alcohol. Allah
"Towser must be tied tonight."
scarcely tlnl.slieil her explana-o- f forbids It. Alcohol Is rarely seen in
"I thought I voult call you up lo led
vas ad your
in know
In use yesterday."
the extreme happiness of the i in Key, anu wnvn the Turk becomes Then
grew
tiie
brow
maiden's
you
I remember.
fin illy go home?"
of the harem when I question a 'New Turk' and runs to license
"Yess,
Dil
thoughtful.
gets crazy and dies. The Turk
am di re now. Veto are you?"
"I belief I dlt.
al her about the "new woman de- Inhi ought
And her breath
short and
to manhood in the faith of
velopment.
"Me? Oh, I'm here"
thick.
My dootor Iss Maying del piani
"Tell me now of this new woman." his father, and then 'reformed' Is Till she
Id.
"I susbectet
Ilea
Listen.
family clothes
spied Ih
'
ned more surely than the mur-room.
I said, "for the spirit of 'reform.'
I'an you hear der musik?"
line.
I can hear,
or real, must have appeared di n r in his cell."
piano
nod
mUSlk."
"Almosd.
bud
Der
der
And she whispered.
"Thai's the
to Turkey."
Story or Two Wives.
"For dot I vlll tell on you der trouble clerg."
trick."
"But the heart aches,
"Tea," said Mrs. Brown, "there is
"Don'd talk so close in der microphone; you vlll drown dor mi- the dull,
a
plate
of
With
meal and bread.
pain of love that is lost, that
a 'mew woman,' and she is just as sickening
robes."
wagged
In
greeting.
Towser
his
tall
Inlaollsb In Turkey as she Is In Ameri- must lu- felt at least in some
"I dlt nod catch dot last Insuld."
Knowing well he would be fed.
ca. First .she Is the child of the stance."
said, "what of these'."'
"I shoiilt say nod.
Id iss nod del l.isd insuld by any means."
n
In
his
leather
collar
"Ia-yellow
me
you."
S(he
tell
Krcnch
backed nowl.
mild Mrs. Brown,
"Id Iss a goot ding for you diss Iss a long distance."
Tied she then
the clothes line
will tell you she longs for freedom. "of my first visit to the harem, after
Id Iss for you a long ding dot id iss a goot distant
und
"Yess.
tight
I. a. ha. ha!"
she threshes out her soul - a my return to Constantinople, where
the time her white Hps saying.
beats Its wings against the bu s I found that two of my girl friends All"Towser
"Veil, you musd oxcuse me. My time iss value. "
tonight."
be
must
tied
fi'ee-tora
cage.
had
married
Its
the same husband
But her Ideas of
"Are we through talking?"
are comical. Her freedom Is Nassarah and Tsarkrau. They were ' 'I
"Sure. Nod an odder vort."
lu re, old doggie
poke ihe mald- mething entirely different from the beautiful girls, natural comedians, In"All rlghd. Goot bye."
en.
Ireedom as it is known In Aim a i. tellectual, and of the best of fami"Goot bye!"
"Vou can watch the melon patch,
ttoe wishes to be like the Bureopean lies. I found them extremely happy
"Haf you hung der reciver back on der hook?"
women; and in the same breath she In their new condition, far happier But the front gat. s free and open.
"Yess."
Winn John Henry lifts the latch.
artll tell you no Ruropean woman In fact than when I had loft them,
am saving "'
"Den you do nod know vot
fa
for they had accomplished the one For the cloth,
Una tight Is fastened
"No."
Kod. as the Turks undefcetantl great
To
the harvest ipple tree.
ambition
froodness.
me,
'Ah,' Mid one
of the dowers of
to
"Den l dlt nod say id. Gool bye.'"
on ran run and watch the melons.
'Why shall I not be free In Amer- Alluli both wen' mothers. My wel"Goot bye."
But the front gate you can't see.'
ica? Then I can find a husband in come was warm and sincere
Vet I
buggy.
I
Ike park.
shall walk much. I hail hardly removed the dust of Then her glad ears hear
And her eyes grow big and bright.
afcall choose a very handsome man. travel mill enjoyed the luxury of a
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Whooping Cough.
young
says
in gladWhile
I
bath
her
fur-ttbefore
heart
go
Nassarah said to me
along
I
loo. and then
shall
NOW. STAMP PICTURES 25 CKNTS
have used Chamberlain's Cough
ness.
with
the
usual
Turkish
and choose another
of
candour:
Think
PER DOZEN AND UP. KODAK FIN- Remedy in my family In cases of
"Towser. dog. is lied tonight."
Silver cloud of the sky. we are so
Ito beautiful husbands one might happy
ISHING A SI'ECIAIiTT. PHOTO PIL- whooping cough, and want to tell you
you. but
you
have
aw If she had I the freedom of changed tososeemuch,
LOW COVERS ON JAPANESE SILK. that It Is the best medicine I have
your
face is not Up Ihe path till
explained
travel.' When
that
ouiik man s.iun
Ol'R WORK IS OUR GUARANTEE ever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
American women were not allowed as beautiful as it was; the cruel peoters,
STARR STUDIO, 218 WEST GOLD This remedy Is safe and sure. For
ple you have been with must have
to hae more than one hunsband
With his eye and i heck aglow.
sale by all druggists.
W UNITE.
d
la. one at a time- - she said that CaUBOd you much agony of mind, For he loves the
maiden
You
do
you
not smile as
once didtil very silly.
Vet this woman
And he aims to tell her so.
quite Intellectual, ami her 'new ami see we are so happy."
roguish little brothers.
" 'Tell me. I said, 'how you cams lassie's
of freedom did not seem to
lu a fit of boyish glee,
rk her refinement In the least, to marry the same husband ' Both Had untied the slender clothes line
was a brilliant speaker, and from girls for they were little mon than
From the harvest apple tree.
to time addressed many meet- - girls began to laugh
Then old Towser hears the footsteps.
" Tell her. Nassarah.' said
logs of women In the advocacy of her
Teak
Balsed his bristles fixed for fight,
"aoac of freedom, which did not n, ran, 'tell her.' And then this 111 "Bark away," the maiden whispers,
Nassarah began after the man
vtoc.k her n the least.
"Towser. you are tied tonight.
ner of all Turks in beginning to re-Tliclr Childlike KcnKoiilng.
These three words are derived from the
story:
lata
B
glnnlng
'The
of
the Then old Towser bounded forward.
"You see there Is a tremendous tab good
Anglo Saxon root breotvan.
same
evening.
most
honorable
oinpluily of nature to be considerBegged the open kitchen door,
mpany.
When i married
iiiimi la ssle screamed and quickly followed. The Turkish women are just like
All three are foods. Barley, a grain
Baaha
was
so
much lu love with
n
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'new sleep,
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each both are wholesome foods.
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ed- - that man and woman are dlffer-aiit- y walks, so
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the
manner
of
after
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"Towsei shall be tied tonight."
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The thought of
Malting Process matures the malt slowly and uniformly,
bringing Into tin world a large num- her lord and master. Nassarah grabher quickly and sat her on a
ftentlmSS a little minute
ber of children is not shocking to bed
thus transforming every particle of nutriment in the barley
'Keep quiet ' she
Bjrr. On Ihe contrary, to be a mother cushioned divan.
BorUM the destiny of men.
said. 'This is ni story.' Then both Vou can change the fate
into perfect food substances.
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Towser must be tied tonight."
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I'm ninonla s Deadly Work
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"
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did not see why my
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life He tle free.
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A Bit of Vaudeville
By F. W.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. $150,000.00.
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CATTLE MAKE NET GAIN

We are inclusive agents
for

OF

Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets

15

TO

30

CENTS

pantry, cupboard and
work-tabl- e
combined.
It saves work and given
you more time for other
thing. A large assortment of styles and finishes just received. See
window display. Including a handsome Super-to- r
Range. The range
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.

A

From
Receipts Large-She- ep
10 to 15 Cents Higher
Than Preceedlng Week.

W.
innins,

EVENING

a. Wight,
13

ids.,

page

CITIZEN.

s.

mm

Las Animas,

(.'.
Co., Rlverdale,

Are You on the Lookout

H.
Colo.
536 lambs. 68 lbs.. $7.85.
C. H. Davis. Ijiia An lin n. Colo.
509 lambs. 68 lbs., $7.80.
Scott I., ft L. S. Co., Las Animas,
Colo. 801 lambs, 60 lbs., $;.-,- .
Van Her ft Son. Las Animus, KH2
lambs. 65 lbs., $7.70: 73 wethers. 83
lbs.. $6.25: 18 ewes, 84 lbs.. $5.90.
West, Trinidad, Colo. 272
Ed.
ewes. 85 lbs., $5.80.
Frank West, Trinidad. Colo. 404
lumbs. 68 lbs., $7.60.
A. Scott, Las Animus, Colo.
"17
lambs. 67 lbs., $7.75.
t'olo-Arl-

8

For Summer Comfort?
7'S HERE GALORE!

We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Wednesday, April 10,
It. Cheney. Monte Vista. Colo.
fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Summer
596 lambs. 73 lbs., $7.80.
Tliur-ohiy- .
April II.
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
L. H. Cheney. Monte Vista Colo.
no lambs. 72 lbs., $7.85: 87
lambs.
Although 69 lbs.,
13.
Kansas City. April
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
$7.70.
aA
. ton
cattle receipts were 41. not) head last
Repuresentative sale of Colorado
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.
W.y.Frutrelle Furniture Co
week, exceeding any recent week by cattle here this week:
Wm. Dingwell, Caddoa. Colo. 40
several thousand head, the market
Cir. Cial and Second
Ok
closed the week in first' class condi- killers. 1149 lbs.. $5.10.
SopTTlOUd, MM, f Bondtr
tion, having made a net gain of 15 to
- Re30 cents, covering all classes.
CJcntlc and Effective.
A well
ceipts from the range country were
known Manitoba editor
small. Including Colorado feeders nt writes: "As an Inside worker 1 find
Stomach and Liver
Chicago. J. P. Murphy, ltke Shore 14.70. stockers at $4.10 to $4.S5, stock Chamberlain's
O0CXXXXD(XOCXXX)C)0CXX)0(X)0000
., cows and heifers $3.00 to $3.70. fat Tablets invaluable for the touches of
& Michigan Southern, Collinwood,
$3.x5.
$4.75.
bulls
cows
$3.75.
heifers
biliousness
natural to sedentary life,
secretary.
one lot of rough half fat horned their action being gentle and effective,
May 21 Association of Railway and
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
killing steers ,1150 pounds, at $5.10. clearing the digestive tract and the
Claim Agents at the Inside Inn Expo- Prices lu nearly every class are at head." Price,
25 cents. Simples
1
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cansition grounds, Norfolk, Va. C
top notch. Run today Is 11,000 free. All druggist.
Young secretary. 215 Jackson boule- the
. .1
0
head, market strong, the heavy run
not show in a style to please you. Come, see.
vard, Chicago.
and lowvr prices at Chicago having
Railway no Influence her. Local country TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
May
21
International
Master Steam Boilermakers' associa- butchers, within a radius of 150 miles
tion, at Cleveland. Ohio. Secretary, of this point, are fast acquiring the
Washington
hab t of coming here Tor supplies ana
OFFICIAL MATTERS
S. R. Mealy, connected with the J. T. Goodwin, Richmond, Va.
great
so
week
that
last
was
this trade
May 21 Master Steam BoilermakFashioned Apparel
Santa Fe office at Ijos Angeles, arrived
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
ers' association nt Cleveland. Ohio. packers were unable to nil orders
CO.
In the city last night.
THS. WMMMMTOW
(Secretary, George M. Clark. 1377 satisfactorily. Total receipts of coun
Irrigation.
of
try grades lire not up to the demand.
C. B. Coode, power house expert of North Maplewood avenue. Chicago.
H. F. Robinson, who for some time
ind stiff prices can be counted on lor
the flan t a Fe railway, with headquar-teh- s
12
MasRailway
American
June
past
In
charge
of Irrigation
has
been
Is
yet.
believed
fact,
it
some
In
time
$200 KEWAIUX.
at Topeka, arrived In Albuquer- ter Mechanics' association, at Atlantic that the
Tlie rrlre of Health.
cattle market will works for the Pueblo Indians in this
que last night. Ho is to make an In- City, N. J.
"The price of health In a malarious
Secretary, J. VV. TaylJr. hold Its llr general
Oie office of Indian
territory
under
till
healthy
condition
and
in
shops
machine
spection of the local
district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
390 Old Colony building, Chicago.
I offered for the capture of
the advent of grass stuff in consid- affairs, has been relieved from this
box of Dr. Klng" New Life Pills,"
this morning.
June 17 Master Car Builders' as- erable
duty and will leave tomorrow for Los
numbers.
Pettlne, the murderer of
tlmo
.
Noland,
Ark.
t
Slayton,
of
Klla
writes
sociation at Atlantic City, N. J. SecSupply of sheep and lambs last Angeles, where ho will take charge of
BerardlnelU. Crime wm
detto
Imgently
and
cleanse
New
Life
KKIHOU KNtilNEEHS WILL
retary, J. V. Taylor, 390 Old Colony week
rills
was 25.000 head, many thous- Wis office of Inspector Code, who Is
sysIn Albuquerque Monday,
mltted
vigor
to
part
the
new
and
life
MANAGEMENT.
WITH
OONFKK
building.
Chicago.
In
engineer
charge
Ir
the
chief
of
all
'
below the actual requirements
Via
25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at ruary
tem.
June t" Aineri"i.n Association T ands
rigation
to
pertaining
Springfield, Mo., April 17. The
In
the
matters
doing
are
of the demand. Packers
nil druggists.
C. A. and C. GRA1TOB.
general board of adjustment of the Iiocal Freight Agents, at New Orleans, everything they can to Increase re dian service In the western states
Mr. Robinson
has,
Hrotherhood of Looomotlve Engineers La.
ceipts here, including me most for and territories.
of the Frisco system will meet with
cible ami convincing argument they been made superintendent toof Irrlga-W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
the Los
General Manager Nixon in S:. Louis
could use. namely, paying record tlon and has been detailed
I
THE
KIDNEYS.
t
YOIU
t
;)
Thursday for the purpose of arrangprices for all classes. The run is Angeles office until July 1st, coming.
are six Irrigation engineers
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
LUNGS
ing schedule and drawing up a con- Do Not Endanger Life When nil Al- 8000 today, market higher, and about There
and CURE
of
10 to 15 cents above a week ago. Top connected with the Indian office
buquerque HtiMi Shows You
TRANSFER STABLES.
tract between their organization and
Is
Mr.
Code
which
number
chief.
the
year.
of
ensuing
today,
bulk
Uio Core.
lambs sold at $8.35
the railroad for the
WITH
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
Inmbs at $8.00 and upwards, ewes at Us has also the rank of Inspector
At hla meeting the engineers will
Why will people continue to sufi'er $6.00 to $6.10, no wethers or year- which empowers him to visit the difchanged.
ask or a change In the present overThey will demand that the agonies of kidney complaint, lings included, but quotable around ferent superintendents of irrigation
time system.
urinary disorders, lam:- - $6.25 to $7.00 respectively. Lambs and inspect the works under their
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
they be paid for actual overtime, backache,
ess, headache, languor, why allow went to the country at $7.95 today, charge.
whether It be ten minutes or an hour. themselves
Second Street, between Railroad and
pMiut-d- .
Nolarlow Public
to become chronic invi-lld- s, the buyers, of course, counting on the
20th Century Limited
Capper Avenue.
0NSUMPTI0M
Price
The following have been appointed
when a certain cure Is offered tleece for most of the profit. Clipped
Pullman company has not laid
Teman
60oftH-OUGHSani
public by Acting Governor
during the past six months, them?
lambs sell at $6.75 to $7.00, some notaries
off
Frc Trial.
OLDS
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remely clipped ewes lately at $3.00 to $5.25. J. W. Raynolds:
but on the contrary has increased lu
Henry Relnhardt, of Sunnyside.
The company has to use, because It gives to the kidneys
working forces.
W.
county:
Quay
Jr.,
G.
Kunt.
of
Bur eat and ttuickest Cure for all
the help they need to perform the'r
10,000 employes nt work In the
STOCK SALES.
Niagara Falls Route
Lumberton. Rio Arriba county; James
DEVOES READY PAINT
THROAT and LUNG XKOUB- shops at Pullman, and Is work.
City. April 13.
Kansas
Albuquerque,
H.
Hill,
of
Bernalillo
you
any.
one,
of
even
have
tin
If
000
Sqnare
Feet.
Gallon
One
Covers
UE3, or MONEY BACK.
turning out about Hfty freight cars symptoms
lambs
sheep
and
western
of
sales
Magnificent Trains landing
county.
of kidney diseases, cure here this week:
ROOF
PAINT
per" day, besides a record business In
PALMETTO
in
Delfido
Martinez,
passengers
of Galllnn. Rio Ar
Earnings from yourself now, before diabetes, dropfcy
Stops Leaks, Lasts live Years.
paflHenger equipment.
Monday, April 8.
rlba county; Walter O. Oldham, of
Brlght's disease sets In. Read this
car building sources during the cur- or
Drake S. ft W Lamar, Colo 94 1 Portales, Roosevelt county; Charles
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Albuquerque
testimony:
Grand
86 lbs.. $8.20.
rent fiscal year promise to show an
J. Carlisle, of Farmlngton. San Juan
408 Wt$1 Railroad Avanoa
Ed. A. Rellly, living at 513 We it lambs.
They orerrom Weftkn,
Colo.
Animus,
Bros.,
Las
increase of at least 20 per cent, over Fruit
Mcintosh
county;
Montoyn,
George W. Kohn, of
artty and omtsalont.tncrew
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
In the Heart of New York City
151 lambs, 88 lbs.. $8.05.
last year.
and bant ah "paint il
county.
Quay
'
any
says:
"For pain In the back or
ft
Men." 1 hoy ar "
M. P. Rhodes, Las Animas. Colo.
Incorporation.
Article
of
womanhood. ai
toaTlrlsat
A report was circulated alwut the of the troubles which arise from lr
871 Iambs. 72 lbs., $8.u0; 617 ewes,
tlopmrnt of orpani and a?- Incorporafollowing
The
nrtlcles
of
Is,
1"
kidneys,
regularity
of
the
j'k&.
there
deOM
Alvarado hotel and the passenger
innwu rrmMt tor wot
tion have been died In the office of
avi:-- them. Cannot do hn
pot last night that E. P. Ripley, my opinion, no medicine equal to
W. A. Wright. Liis Animas. Colo.
a nleiiatir-SI
Kidney Pills.
The value oi 654 lambs. 71 lbs.. $8.00; 39 ewes, Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
few Mali.
alnlil tw J Mr lilies
president of the Santa Fe system, who loan'sremedy
To
Kentucky Copper Company. Princiwas first proven to ma 82 lbs.. $5.90.
fOTT CHEMICAL J6
his
has been making a tour of the coast about
pal place of business nt Rnswell,
a year ago, and so quickly did
ANN ft SCOT
BT
FOR
CINCINNATI
It.
Las Animas. Colo 689 Chaves county.
lines, was in Albuquerque. In a
Territorial agent. J.
relieve me of an attack of pain lambs.Klett.
74 lbs.. $7.90.
a score of otltclals of both across
and
Odd
Roswell.
Capital
at
Hamilton,
my
men
i
since
loins
that
searching
Colo.
were
Cheney,
Vista,
Monte
H.
the railroad and hotel
stock, $1,000,000, divided into one
them. 297L. lambs.
have scarcely been without
DON J.RANKIN & CO.
75 lbs., $8.00.
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
the vards for President Ripley's pri and
million snares of the par value of $1
have never failed to give
982 each.
Colo.
Spear,
Animas,
A.
J.
vate car. After looking around for ust they
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL
Iis
Object, mining and kindred
Announcement
My advice
desired
results.
the
70 lbs.. $7.90.
When you travel, you might
n hour it was discovered that the
LOANS.
Duration, fifty years. Incorall whom I hear complaining of lambs.
Cohe-Ariz- .
Sheep Co.. Rlverdale, business.
as well have the best.
man who was believed to be Presi backache
porators J. odd Hamilton. Luther O.
Automatic Phone 411.
kidneys
is
or
with
the
fault
54
67
$7.90;
lbs.,
power
454
lambs.
Cloode,
dent Ripley was C. T.
Weatherford and Robert E. Lund, nil
Room 10. N. T. Armljo BulMlN
lake Doan 8 Kidney Pills. Theyare bucks. 161 lbs.. $4.50.
All railroad agents are delighted
Having acquired an interest in the
Mr. P. Kipiey, train- to
house expert.
Roswell.
what they are recommended to oe
tbeir patrons via the
ticket
Colo. 99$ of
to
Hanklns,
Lamar,
Ed.
Plumbing
Heating
and
Standard
master at San Marclal. who was here and
trWU is all that is needed to ewes, "9 lbs., $5.73.
Sunday, returned to his station Mon- provea this.
company,
John Strumqulst will In
Spider.
Hlttcn by
Las Animas L. S. Co., T.as Animas,
day night.
New York Central Lines future haveMr.charge
u
Through blood poisoning caused by
sale uy an ueaiers.
of the mechanical
rimm
lor
221 ewes. 80 lbs.. $5.90.
Colo.
Foster-Milbur- n
spider bite, John Washington, of
Co., Hunao,
cents.
1081 aBosqueville,
Colo.
IMSUmANCK
department and attend to the Instal
Ask them.
Ed West, Trinidad,
GRADING OK HMON
Tex.,
his
would
have
lost
ugents
United
the
for
York,
sole
New
Secretary
Mutual Building
lambs, 67 lbs., $7.75.
lation of all plumbing and heating
DKItrr PARK COMPLETED. States.
leg, which became a mass of running
WARREN J. LYNCH
April .
Office at 317 West
tlon.
sores,
s
not
persuaded
been
to
had
company.
he
to
work
The work of grading the Union De.
name
and
entrusted
Doan
Chicago
Manager,
this
Passenger Traffic
Remember the
153
, Lumar, Colo.
Drake S. ft
avenue.
try Buckltn'a Arnica Salve. He writes:
No. 11 lambs.
not nark at El Paso has 1een about Like no other.
87 lbs.. $8.10.
application
relieved,
and
first
"The
ennnn leted and the gardener will be
235
R. Klett. Las Animas. Colo.
four boxes healed nil the ore"
Mb to eet to work In a few days.
Our ROUGH DRY work aon'shave
75 lbs.. $7.95.
Heals every sore. 25c at all
F.tltKKA!
The denot officials have constructed to be washed over. Imperial Laun lambs.
I.. Marlmun. Ias Animas. Colo.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
1 a.ve Found It at l4ixt.
a fence along the east side of the dry Co.
Yen,
78 lbs., $7.90.
1242
lambs.
Chamber-park .the same as on the south side,
Why
i
what?
Found
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recommend our Antikorn, the finest shoe
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to the mining camps of Colorado,
THIRD
block slirnnl and related .systems for Vici Kid, the softest and best leather
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
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and
accidents,
preventing train
Springs
Colorado
and Pueblo, Is
moke comnlete and detailed report
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thereon, with a view to action that
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will establish the best possible protec
AU Kinds of Fresh and Salt Msa
and guaranteed to give satisfaction. Price, $3.50.
tion against wrecks.
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Steam Sansage Factory.
commission
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April 24 American Railway asso H
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Place. New York.
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BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
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C. Cook. Grand Central station, Chi
Cut-ofof
ra.ro.
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AI.Ii FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
Located on Belen
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N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
Mav 14 Air llrake association, at H
LEADING EAST AND
SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE
FREIGHT
TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
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Secretary,
Ohio.
Columbus.
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
Nellie, 3 State street, Boston, Mass.
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1.000
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JOOI lMMH
CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMB
80
AND
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
ounce Fluid
H
Mix one-ha20 FEET WIDE, WITH
II
ALLEYS
WITH
STREETS.
Kxtract Dandelion, one ounce
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a. D GRAND
A
three
Kargofi,
impound
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTCOOD.
ounces fonipound Syrup Saraa-parlll- a.
NEWSPAPER.
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Take In teaspoonful
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your
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ft!
ft
doses after
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
bedtime. Also drink plenty of
BELEN
THE
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MERCANTILE
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANU
Rood pure water.
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
TY
These ingredients can be obDEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
RESDAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS.
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CASH.
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MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
tore. and are easily mixed by
TAURANTS. ETC. EELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPbottle.
u
shaking in
WITH
MORTGAGE
WINE.
WHEAT.
FLOUR.
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FOR ONE YEAR,
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FOR
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This in saiil to be Hie simITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ft
plest though safest and ni"si
powerful mixture known to
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILft
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
purify the blood and rid the
ROAD CITY IS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
system of acids and other waste
ft
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ESTIMATED.
skin
tiiatter. which producr uth-pr
ft
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ft
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ft
very
tfiKH
ft
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M.
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WM.
If
BERBER, Sec')
jOHN BECKER, Pies
ly in all Kidney and 111 adder
ft
overcoming
the
afflictions.
most clircmic urinary difticul- L.

Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
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WkOU EIGHT.

wkdxk.no v. Armii it,
would appreciate what the Sisters
were doing.
ThP next day he was

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
wKvriir.it

Otif Low Shoes For
Men and Women

on huxinexrt.

Attorney flen.

made the hit of the Season. Their exceptionally
snappy styles please the eye of the most critical, their
perfect fit satisfies the most particular and their close
price and splendid quality is a surprise to all good
judges of foot wear.

Socorro

Klock trnnsactml
Fe yesterday.
of Kstanrla, N. M.,

S.

nuslneiw.

(!us Weiss, of I.afrunn. was an
visitor yesterday.
Mrs. I. t McCrlmmon hns returned from a week's visit to friends at
Santa Fe.
.!. N. Moore and U. (1. Wallin'e. of
Santa Fe. arrived In Albiiiueriiie thl
mornliiK.

Forest Supervisor

Huh

left lust evenlnir for Simla

business.

H. Harris
Fe on

ul

Pratt Is recovering from
Injuries received a tew days
rhto In a fall from a bicycle.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelll Wills have koiic
to Minneapolis, where
Wills'
Mrs.
mother Is reported seriously III.
C. C- Christmas, from (Sallup, N.
M
arrived In the city last night am)
he Is a guest ut Sturges' hotel.
Misses Huldu Knnwlinke and Hul-l- a
Snydersteln, both of Helen, N. M.,
are In the city visiting and shopping.
(i. o. Jowett, a business man from
Seattle, Wash., urrlved In Albuquerque last night, and Is a guest at the
Alvarado.
Mrs. A. F. Keith will reopen her
dancing school Friday, April 2, In the
Mcintosh hall, Woman's club building
on Oold avenue.
Sargeant Robert Lewis, of the terpolice, passed
ritorial
mounted
through the city last night en route
from Santa Fe to his home at Socorro.
F. 11. Milieu, the well known hotel
clerk, has returned from Ias Vegas,
where he presided over the day register at the Castaneda hotel while the
regular clerk took a vacation.
A smoker and fistic bout will be
given to the members of 4he (ieroni-m- o
Athletic club at the Elks' hall
Saturday night, to which all members
are requested to be present.
George Parker. Jr., traveling
for
Jue Scott Supply and Tool company,
of Denver, is In the city. Mr. Parker
has made several sales of machinery
In the city on this trip, ope of the
largest of which Is to the Superior
Planing mill.
The body of George E. Hawk, who
died here February 8, this year, was
disinterred yesterday by Undertaker
Horders from Falrvlew cemetery', and
Is being taken buck to the old home
at Sunboru. N. 1., by the widow and
four children.
Miss Helen Pratt, daughter of Mi.
and Mrs. F. G. Pratt, has returned
from an extended visit on the Pacific
coast. Miss Pratt Is one of Albuquerque's best known young musicians
and musicak circles of the city welcome her return.
J. L. Hubbell, the well known Indian trader, is very ill at his ranch
in Arizona, and the members of his
family who make their home in Albuquerque have been called to his bedside.
The latest report, however. Is
favorable to the patient.
Mrs. A. Borders, wife of the local
undertaker, who is in Tulare. Oul..
has written home that she is having
a nice time there.
She says that
a large street carnival and flower
festival is going on there and that
every building and pole in the city is
decorated with flowers.
Victor C'omenu, of 212 New York
avenue, a carpenter who has resided
pa-s- t
in Albuquerque for the
two
years and who Is a member of the
local council of the Knights of Columbus, will leave here tomorrow
with his wife for Los Angeles, Oul.,
wnere he will make his home.
Miss Lou Hughes, of Albuquerque,
has accepted the position of stenographer In the office of Superintendent
of Public Lands Robert P. Krvlen and
will assume her duties on or about
April 20. Miss Pruyne Is at present
tilling the place. She will be transferred to the office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction J. K. Clurk.
O. II. Sharp, of the Sharp
construction company, passed through
the city last night en route east from
a visit to the Santa Fe cut-of- f.
He
stated that he traveled over the cutoff from Texleo to Helen, and that
trains are running over the entire
280 miles of road with more or let,s
regularity.
Nicholas T. Cordoba, of Las Vegas,
where he Is a large property holder,
hut who is now in the employ of the
Holly Construction company of Colorado, is in the city. Mr. Oordoba is
here to secure workmen for the Colorado sugar beet industry at Swlnk,
that stale, four miles from La Junta,
where a sugar mill has Just been established.
An excellent rehearsal
was held
last night at its studio by the Albuquerque Mandolin and Glee club. It
was decided to have the photographs
of the club taken Sunduy. The pictures were to have been taken lust
Sunday, but owing to a number of
the members going to Isieta to witness the annual dunce ceremonies of
the Indians, it was postponed.
One day lust week a young lady
called at a blacksmith shop on tne
north side to sell tickets for the St.
Joseph's hospital charity ball, which
is to occur ut Colombo hall Friday
night. A young man in the shop refused to buy a ticket, even after the
prettiest kind of coaxing.
Piqued by
the rebuff she had received, tht
young lady told the young man that
she wished he would get sick and
have to go to the hospital.
Then ha
F. O.

sllsht

Patent Colt (KfonN
Men's VcUmr Calf Oxford
Men's Tan KiihsIii Calf Oxfords
Women's Patent KM Oxford
Women's Vu-- I Kid Oxfords
Wowcn'.H ;iiii Metal Oxford
Women' Canvas Oxfords
Women's Tan Vlrl Kid Oxford
Moii'h

lie

Packages, tSc and
1 1. tins. 4 Be.

St.UO

3.0(1

3.50
3.00
3.50
3.00
3.50
2.00
3.00

2.5ft
2..V)

:i.ft0

1.75

2.5ft
3.00
1.50
2.50

2.SO

1.05

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated
S.

0

9;t.50

2.5ft

I
BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

$:t.O0

per lb.

I
I

for

Richelieu Coffees
tins, 8 So.
.tins, 11.00.

b.

b

Capitol Coffee
--

rt. backet,

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee

11.09.

Una, 40c.
tins, 80c.

b.
b.

Something

.Bulk

a

unique

coffee, 20c to

40c

nothing like it In the city.
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T. Y. MATNARD

CO.
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Send in Your Watches for Repairs
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tain Ice
Cream
Freezers
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Daven- -
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Water
Coolers

Rlterl

Just Arrived
Anew supply of Garden Hose, both

in cotton

and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

DUmeidi, Watch e. Jewelry, Ctt Glut. Clock. Bllverware
year trade and

luarmiee

A

AVE.
We

SQUARE DEAL.

lnrlt

With Short Anns an

Mg:

$i8

rn

$30- I

ar

Hart Shaffner & Marx Suits
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

urn

i

320

NORTH FIRST STREET

Mairdlivare RfHeirchamilts

&j

TOO LATE TO CT,ASSIFV.
LOST Taken from rear of St. Elmo,

sutuiay evening, one Sterling wheel,
with coaster orake, painted green;
several plugs n tires. Information
in regard to same will be rewarded. F. It. Wendell, St. Klmo.
Itarefoot snndnls. tnn cnlnrorl nn.

nlS.

rtnoiivpiii

Sollil

0

7V

i'Mt aotua critfir..

an teed not to rip: sizes 8 to 11. $1:
is to a, ii. as; 3 to 8, ii.no. C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Kallroud ave
nue.
The ladies' Aid Society or the First
M. K. church, will give a 20 cent tea
in the church parlors tomorrow from
3 to 9 o'clock.
A good program for
the evening. Also sale of home cooking. Kveryone Is welcome.

q

Wholesale Distributors

jfi

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

O

43
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LADIES, ATTENTION!
Mr. Joseph Morelli, direct from
New York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed in my
Mr. Morelli Is an extailor shop.
pert on LADIES' TAILOR MADE
SUITS. Suits of any style and description made to order at reason-

o

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

O Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,

able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed. Also men's suits made
to order.
Cleaning, pressing and re.
pairing neatly done.
A. J. MOUKIilil,
10S N. First St.
FOWLS m:ki a vakifty of
FOOD. AM) SOMi: ANIMAL FOOD
IS FNSF.XTIAL. ltOYAL IlALANt'FD
fcl'PPLlF.S TIIF, WAN!'
K.T10
PF.KFFOTI.Y.
K. W. FFK.
U3
. FIRST ST.
i'ikim: to.

- - - Less

for Repairs

Cost

- - -

0o

FULLY WARRANTED

0

PrWrite
Prices
itr.

4ei,tie.403.

113,

mouth rirat mtrmat
North rirat trat

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best

AV.

GOISJ

H. K Spencer

retrain from again aylng something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to not that home Insurance Is year ty year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

expert repairman, formerly of the
STftOllKR FACTORY. Chicago. 111.

Address Home Office,

R.R.
Suits

wants.

$18

H

Clothes with style in
fi them. The proof is
the trying on. A
0 pleasure.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Oftlco

Transactions

Cuarantooo

I

$30

We Also Have Other Good Suits From

sac

i

11

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

n.

WE

SIO to S1G.50

jfj

$22.50

Spring Lamb

TICKETS

The man who values
a fit, we want him.
We have what he
STE1N-BLOC-

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

l.e"-s- .

We Say
Suits

MARKET

CANNOT

Underwear for Stout Men

I

IM

MEAT

fohi-;ca.st-.

A. A. Sertllto is In

IhimItu'sk In Santa
M. S. Sanchoo.
Ik In the city on

W. 1,. Trimble
Co. will run (in ex
curslon to Sllva's Place In TIJeras
canyon, Munday, for II round trip.
The wagon will leave
the Second
street barn at 7 a. m.
Albuquerque
r.4l,
No.
council
Knights of Columbus, will meet In
regular session tonight at their hall,
We are especially well prepared ti
on Gold avenue. A full attendance
Is desired, as the arrangements for
supply
the wants of young mea in
ine institution of the new council Ht
Ijis Cruces will be made.
other
the way of nobby suits at reasonbusiness of im porlance Is to be transacted.
able prices.
Oswald IMgneo anil S. .MoCrlmmon.
two popular an I Hell known young
nioii of Santa F arrived In the city
la.sl night and will spend several das
Young Men's 3 Piece Suits all
visiting relatives nnil friend.
Mr.
IMgneo, who Is manager of the base
New Fabrics, Single or Don
the
ball team organized at Santa Fe la't
Sunday, Is trying to iirraiige for a
ble
Breasted
Including the H. S.
game with the Geroiiimo club, to be
& M. Make
played some time in tile near future
Charles Chadick. of Chas. Chad
wick
Co., the sheep commission
$12
brokers, left last night for Congress
Junction, Arl.., where he has n large
number of sheep pasturing
He says
that many of the desert flocks of
southern Arlxona are through lambYoung Men's Two Piece Suits
ing and show the wonderful Increase
In Blue Serge or Light Colored
of from 10(1 to 125 per cent gain.
Much of the southern Arizona wool
Materials.
has Iteen shipped to market.
Pnul Grldleye, who was knocked
$8-$ldown by a runaway team near First
2
KunnrlKdeChthCs
street and Kallroud avenue last Saturday morning and run over by a
drny, left St. Joseph's hospital this
See our line of Boy's Washable Suits, sizes 3
morning, having recovered to such an
extent as to be able to go to the home
years
9
in White and Colored Goods. $1.50 to
of his uncle, Attorney Frank Acker-main
Russian and Blouse Styles.
$3.50
While still suffering from, hi
Injuries, it is still thought that young
Gridley will be utile to leave AlbuDon't Forget that we sell
querque next week for his home in
Hoekwood, III.
Francisco Padllla, Andres Padllla,
Hantlsta Padllla and Francisco Lente,
the four Isieta Indians whose trial In
the district court began last SaturHERMAN IZWEIGART
day, on the charge of having assaulted Augustiu
I'ndillu, their stepPROPRIETOR
father, with Intent to kill him, were
acquitted yesterday afternoon.
The
Phone 185
Arno&Coal
original warrants were against Tomas
Padllla. et al but owing to the illness of Tomas Padllla. the trial of ttij
four other defendants was held. It jOOOOOOOCXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCJ
Is doubtful If Tomns Pndlllu will now
be tried.
Carter H. Harrison,
of
i mcago, and his brother.
Preston
Carter, who have been here several urj
days, left last night for Laguna. N.
M.
The two brothers are camera
fiends, and they intend to tour the
pueblos near Laguna, and secure snap
shots of scenes In tha vicinity.
115-11- 7
week the former mayor of Chicago
made a thorough trip 'through old
Betwetn Railroad and Ccppar Ave. , Tel. 74
Albuquerque. Harclus and the Indian
town of Isieta. They Intend to continue on to California from LaKunu.
stopping off at the Grand Canyon en
route.
The people of the valley below
town, whose needs The Citizen plead
ed the other day in an article ad
dressed to the board of county com
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
mslsloners, having concluded that the
said board is incompetent to do any- SADDLERY
HARNESS
tning in addition to giving the county
printing to their organ, without bids
and In violation of law the people
AQCNTB FOR
having concluded this, and In order
that they may be able to get to town
with milk, meat and other commodiCelebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
ties, and be able to carry home the
necessaries provisions for their families, appointed today to meet and at
John Deere Plows and Implements
their own expense put the road in
proper condition for transportation
Winona Wagons
purposes.
They are saying among gj McCormick Mowers and Repairs
themselves that there will be another
election next year.

FOR YOUNG

Iiiiivcr. Colo., April 17. Fair l
eilhl nnt Thumluy. rising; tempera-tun-- .
Attorney

int.

ROSENFIEID'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical instrument that needs repairs?
I?ring it or ship it to

Learnard & Lindemann
Largest music dealer In the southwest who have engaged the services of

Tuning

anj Ueflnlshlug

a

Occidental Life Insurance Company

specialty.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

122 South Second
2US

W. GOLD AVE.

AMU'QIHRQCE,

NEW WMEXICO

.
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